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Abstract
Theory is developed for the electromagnetic scattering of nuclei or ’Coulomb 
excitation’ as it is generally known. We derive explicit semiclassical expressions 
for the differential cross section and tensor analysing powers for elastic, inelastic 
and quasielastic scattering. These expressions are first order in I / 77, the expansion 
parameter associated with the semiclassical approximation, and second order in the 
strength of the non-central part of the electric interaction of the collision partners. 
The final results are essentially products of electric multipole matrix elements with 
derivatives, of standard orbit integrals, w.r.t. the scattering angle.
These results constitute a new development. In the first place we use a recent 
formalism which treats the relative motion of the colliding nuclei semiclassically and 
their excitation quantum mechanically whilst systematically allowing for the inter­
play between the two degrees of freedom. This provides a firm theoretical basis for 
our work. Further, the new results are more general than previous efforts on two 
counts:
(i) Expressions are given for all components of the tensor analysing powers of any 
given rank.
(ii) No assumption is made about the energy of intermediate states in two step ex­
citations.
The results are found to be equivalent, for certain specific cases, to previous semi­
classical calculations of Coulomb scattering observables.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 General background
The phrase ‘Coulomb excitation’ is used to mean the excitation of colliding nuclei by 
their electromagnetic interaction. In this thesis we will only consider the idealisation 
of pure Coulomb excitation and neglect the nuclear interaction between the collision 
partners. Experimentally, pure Coulomb excitation may be achieved by ensuring 
that the projectile’s energy is sufficiently below the Coulomb barrier for it not to 
penetrate the region where it’s nuclear interaction with the target is significant.
Coulomb excitation is unique within the field of nuclear physics in that the in­
teraction is well understood. Thus, it is found that nuclear wavefunctions only enter 
the theory through matrix elements of the electromagnetic multipole operators of 
the colliding nuclei. The values of such matrix elements are precisely the informa­
tion which may be extracted from a Coulomb excitation experiment. Although the 
full quantum mechanical theory of Coulomb excitation is well developed [A1 75] it is 
extremely complex to use, and is made particularly cumbersome for computational
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purposes by the long range of the electromagnetic interaction. For this reason semi­
classical methods, which are substantially simpler, provide an attractive alternative. 
They also provide intuitive pictures of the physics.
The standard semiclassical theory of Coulomb excitation [A1 75, Bi 65], largely 
due to Alder and Winther, treats the internal motion (the excitation of the projectile 
and target) quantum mechanically whilst assuming the relative motion follows a 
Rutherford orbit (the classical path for elastic scattering in the central part of the 
Coulomb interaction). This picture is a reasonable one if the wavelength of the 
relative motion, ^  is small compared to distances over which the potential
varies significantly. For the central part of the Coulomb interaction such distances 
are of the order of
half the distance of closest approach in a head on collision. For pure Coulomb 
excitation, a classical description of the relative motion is valid when
=  (1.2)
A  TiV
In Eqs. (1.1) and (1 .2 ), Zp and Zt are the charge of the projectile and target 
respectively, v is the asymptotic incident relative velocity, m  is the reduced mass of 
the relative motion, h is Planck’s constant divided by 27r and e is the charge of the 
proton. Alder-Winther theory will be described in more detail in Section (1 .4 ) and 
some general consequences of i t ’s assumptions derived in Section (1 .6 ).
The classical path picture for the relative motion may be shown to be the limit of 
the full quantum mechanical theory by using the WKB approximation for the relative 
motion wave functions [A1 6 8 , Br 85b] but such an approach does not enable one to 
calculate corrections to the standard theory. The standard theory does not include 
the effect of the excitation on the relative motion and corrections to account for this 
must be added on in an ad-hoc manner. Various extensions to Alder-Winther theory 
are reviewed in Section (1.7).
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1.2 Aims of the research
In this thesis we use the semiclassical theory of scattering due to Sukumar and Brink 
[Su 83] to derive formulae for Coulomb scattering observables. The aim is to provide 
approximate expressions, whose theoretical basis is sound, which have a wider range 
of application than previous theory of this kind.
Sukumar and Brink’s theory has the advantage over previous semiclassical pre­
scriptions that it systematically includes the interplay between the internal and 
relative motion, whilst treating the former quantum mechanically and the latter 
semiclassically. The scattering amplitude is expressed as an asymptotic expansion 
in powers of I /77 whose zeroth order term is that obtained in the Alder-Winther 
theory. Sukumar and Brink show how to calculate all leading corrections which are 
of order I / 77. This theory is described in detail in Chapter 2 .
In this thesis we make the restriction that the strength of the non-central part 
of the electromagnetic interaction be small. W ith this restriction (made precise 
in Chapter 3) the excitation may be treated using perturbation theory. We shall 
calculate observables to second order.
Thus, two expansion schemes are used in this thesis and two conditions must be 
fulfilled for the expressions we derive to constitute a reasonable approximation to 
the exact ones. The first condition, Eq. (1 .2 ), concerns the validity of a semiclassical 
description of the relative motion as a starting point, and the second, the strength 
of non-central part of the Coulomb interaction which causes the excitation.
Within these two approximations we derive formulae for the unpolarised differ­
ential cross and tensor analysing powers for elastic, inelastic and quasielastic scat­
tering. The theory developed here has the advantage over previous attem pts (to be 
described in Section 1.7) that the approximations made are completely systematic. 
The results are also more general than previous attempts, firstly because we give 
expressions for all components of the spherical tensor analysing powers of any given 
rank, and secondly because no assumption is made about the energy of intermediate 
states in two step excitations.
3
1.3 Outline of thesis
In the remainder of Chapter 1 the essential background to our work is provided. The 
standard semiclassical theory of Coulomb excitation due to Alder and Winther is 
described. We provide the formalism which we use for the description of scattering 
with spin-polarised beams, and derive the consequences of parity invariance in the 
coordinate system used for the evaluation of observables. A discussion of scattering 
observables is made, based on the Alder-Winther scattering amplitude, which makes 
transparent the need for the inclusion of higher order terms in the semiclassical 
expansion. Finally various extensions of the standard Alder-Winther theory are 
reviewed.
In Chapter 2 the Sukumar-Brink theory is described. Scattering observables 
are derived using the Sukumar-Brink scattering amplitude for comparison with the 
Alder-Winther versions.
Chapter 3 introduces the perturbation theory we use to describe the excitation. 
The excitation amplitude is expanded to second order in the strength of the electric 
interaction. Second order versions of the results of Chapter 2 are obtained.
In Chapter 4 the (classical) parameterisation of the relative motion by a con­
venient set of parameters is discussed. Sukumar and Brink’s expressions contain 
derivatives w.r.t. the classical parameters used to specify the relative motion and 
their evaluation is tackled here. It is necessary to use a definite coordinate system 
at the stage: we use Alder and W inther’s coordinate system B (defined in Section 
1.5.2). The final formulae are expressed in terms of reduced matrix elements of 
the electric multipole operators and derivatives of the Alder-Winther orbit integrals 
w.r.t. the scattering angle.
In Chapter 5 we summarise and discuss our results.
4
1.4 Standard Alder-W inther theory
The standard semiclassical theory of Coulomb excitation, largely due to Alder and 
Winther [Al 56], describes the relative motion of the projectile and target by a 
Rutherford orbit, TR(t),  which is a solution of the classical equation of motion
m rR +  W R{rR) =  0 , (1 .3 )
with
Vit(r) =  — (1.4)
the central (monopole) part of the Coulomb interaction. Internal excitations are 
caused by the time-dependent residual interaction of the collision partners and are 
described quantum mechanically by the Schrôdinger equation
i h j t m t ) )  = [ f l> w + v f o w ,? ) ]  i# (0 ), (i.5)
for internal state |# (t)). The free Hamiltonian for the internal motion is denoted by 
jEf/(ç) (ç labels the internal coordinates) and y (r# (t),ç ) is the non-central part of 
the electromagnetic interaction which couples the internal and relative motion and 
causes excitation. The time-dependence of V  is supplied by Eq. (1.3).
It is convenient to use the interaction picture where the internal state is defined
by
I # ) )  =  eiHtt^ { t ) ) ,  (1 .6 )
and the time evolution operator, UR(t, tQ), by
l$W ) =  % (t,to ) |$ (W ). (1.7)
Using Eq. (1.5) along with definitions (1.6) and (1.7), and the initial condition 
UR(t0,to) =  1, it can be shown that UR(t,to) satisfies the integral equation
UR(t,t0) =  1 +  — ^  dt'Ù(ra(Z%ç)Ua(t', tg), (1.8)
where the non-central part of the electromagnetic interaction is given in the inter­
action picture by
Û(ra(f), ç) =  e ^ /V (r a ( f ) ,  ç ) e - '^ / \  (1.9)
An important property of UR(t,t0) is the unitarity relation,
UR(t, toyUR{t, t0) =  1, (1.10)
which may be proved using the differential equation corresponding to Eq. (1.8) 
assuming that Hi and V  are Hermitian.
Let 11/) and |<r) be eigenstates of the internal Hamiltonian, Hj. The Alder- 
Winther scattering amplitude for a transition from initial state |<£(£0)) =  |z/) to final 
state |cr) is given by [Br 85a, A1 73, A1 6 8 ]
/<7v ==/fl(£A )<W , (1 .1 1 )
where
-  ( l B
is the semiclassical scattering amplitude for Rutherford scattering [Do 85] with the 
Rutherford cross section [Go 80] given by
=  g ) 2 c s = ^ s ) . (1.13)
Here, E  denotes the asymptotic incident relative energy and 9s is the centre of mass 
scattering angle of the projectile. The matrix element, aat/, whose square modulus 
is the excitation probability for a transition- induced by the interaction F (r^ (t), ç)- 
from initial state |z/) to final state |cr), is given by
a*» =  (e\UR{ti,to)\v), (1.14)
where the limits t0 -> —oo and ti oo are to be taken.
1.5 Spin polarised beams
In this thesis we will obtain expressions for the differential cross section and spher­
ical tensor analysing power components for Coulomb excitation. Spherical tensor 
analysing powers are observables which give a complete description of scattering
,z'(-r7ln(sm2 ^■)+2r/Inr/-27/-iff) ^  ^ )
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when the incident beam is polarised with respect to i t’s spin state (as labeled by 
the value of the projectile’s spin projection along the z-axis) but no measurement is 
made of the polarisation of the outgoing particles. For this discussion the target will 
be assumed to be of spin zero. It is convenient to work with spherical tensors when 
describing polarisation phenomena because of their simple transformation properties 
under coordinate system rotations [Br 93].
1.5.1 Spherical tensor formalism
Within a particle beam, nuclei will usually have a definite spin but no definite spin 
projection along the z-axis. Experiments are commonly performed [Fi 92] with par­
tially polarised or aligned beams which consist of an incoherent mixture of spin states 
referred to a definite symmetry axis. To specify the state of a partially polarised 
beam the Hermitian density operator is used. For the special case of an ensemble of 
nuclei with rotational symmetry about the z-axis it is given by
P =  Y l \IqMq)NMn(IoMo\, (1.15)
M q
where \IoM0) is an eigenstate of the internal Hamiltonian of the projectile, .Hi, with 
spin I0 and spin projection M0 along the z-axis. The real numbers jVMo are the 
relative populations for the Mo-substates and satisfy
0  <  TVmo < 1 , (1.16)
for all M0, and
y i  N mo — 1- (1-17)
Mo
The differential cross section for a final state a  for a beam whose polarisation is
described by density matrix p is then given by [Sa 83]
( ^ £)  =  Trace (M p M ' ) , (1.18)
=  Y !  N moW ^ M vJoMoŸ- (1.19)
M r Mo
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The matrix elements of M  are related to the scattering amplitudes / /<tm<t,/0a/o by
M^MrJoMo — y — flrMrJoMo, (1 .2 0 )
where Vg- is the asymptotic final relative velocity in channel a. The labels and
Mg- respectively indicate the spin and spin projection along the z-axis of the final
projectile state llgM#), also an eigenstate of # / .  The Trace in Eq. (1.18) is over 
Mg- and is made explicit in Eq. (1.19). An unpolarised beam has all Mo-substates 
equally populated so that N mq =  o^r ^  M)- Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20), with 
N Mo =  27™+ïî lead to the usual expression,
for the unpolarised differential cross section.
The density operator may be expanded in terms of spherical tensors operators
Tkq as
/ ,=  m 0 + t ( 1  +  , £ <^ ) -  (1'22)
The tensor rank k can take the values k = 1 , ..., 2/ 0 and the component labels ç of a 
rank k tensor can take the values —k < q < k .  The Tkq’s are defined by their matrix 
elements,
(ioMo|Tfcg|/oMo) =  è(ioMo|/oMoA;ç), (1.23)
where (/oM0 |/oMoA:ç) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient [Br 93] and k =  y/2k + 1 . 
From definition (1.23) it follows that
Tk-g =  ( - )% f,, (1-24)
and
Trace ( t ^ y )  =  (2/ 0 4 - 1 ) ^ / ^ ,  (1.25)
using properties [Br 93] of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The tensor moments tkq 
are related to the density matrix elements by
which reduces to
tko — k^2(IoMo\IoMokO)NM0,
M q
tkq =  0,9 7^  0, (1.27)
for an ensemble with rotation symmetry about the z-axis. Let t'kQ denote the tensor 
moments which describe the polarisation of an ensemble with rotational symmetry 
about some z'-axis. The tensor moments, tkq, in a coordinate system at orientation 
(0, (f>) to the primed coordinate system are then given by [Br 93]
/ 4-7T
tkq = ]J2k + ]Ykq{0, 0 )^ A:O- (1.28)
The differential cross section for an ensemble characterised by spherical tensor mo­
ments tkq can be written (substitute Eq. (1 .2 2 ) into Eq. (1.18))
(S l = S (1+L>Tt’)- (L29)
where the Tkg are the spherical components of the tensor analysing powers and are 
given by
<>■=»>
1.5.2 Consequences of parity invariance
Measurement of the analysing power components determines the elements of the 
(2io +  1) x (2J0 +  1) matrix Em , ( ^ f) / 0M ' m* M ItrM(t j qMq which we shall abbrevi­
ate to These matrix elements are not all independent due to invariance of
M  under parity inversion and the Hermiticity of The expression of parity
invariance is coordinate system dependent. We use a coordinate system convenient 
for semiclassical Coulomb excitation theory defined so that the (hyperbolic) Ruther­
ford orbit lies in the (%/, z) plane with the z-axis anti-parallel to the relative angular
momentum, the z-axis along the symmetry axis of the orbit and the ^/-component 
of the relative velocity always greater than or equal to zero. This is Alder and 
W inther’s coordinate system B [A1 75]. In order to derive the relationships which
parity invariance enforces between the matrix elements of M  in coordinate system B 
it is convenient to consider parity inversion, denoted P , followed by a rotation of tt 
about the z-axis. This transformation leaves the initial momentum k  and the final 
momentum ky unchanged and we have
R x P \k ,I0M0) =  noP x|-k ,Jo M o ) (1.31)
— Ho|k)-R%|JoMo), (1.32)
where Ho is the intrinsic parity of \IqMq) and
R x = (1.33)
The rotation R x (Jx is the z-component of the projectile spin operator) is equivalent
to a rotation of tt about the z-axis followed by a rotation of t t  about the original
y-axis so that
Rx\IoM0) = £®jfcM.(<).».*)IJ>A<0>
M'q
— Z7rM°|7oAfo)
Mq
=  (_ y % ,_ M o ) ,  (1.34)
and
{ h M M  =  ( - ) - '*  ( 4 , -A 4 |,  (1.35)
using [Br 93]
=  (—)70+Mo^M'-M0. (1.36)
The matrix 'Dr^ Mo (a, b, c) is the / 0-representation of a rotation of c about the original 
z-axis followed by a rotation of b about the original y-axis followed by a rotation of 
a about the original z-axis; d ^ ^ b )  is the corresponding reduced rotation matrix 
[Br 93]. The scattering amplitude matrix can thus be written
(k*, /o-MrlMjk, I qM q) = (kg-, IcrM ^P R lR xP M P R lR xP lk , I qM q)
=  U oTlg ileM ^R lM iK , k )R x\IQM0)
=  ( - Y ^ U o U ^  - M a\M (K ,k ) \Io : -M o),
(1.37)
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where is the intrinsic parity of Thus the analysing powers satisfy
T®, =  E  k{IoMo\IaM^kq)(I0M iïM 'M \I0M0)/Tra,ceMMi
M 0 M '
=  (—)fc 5 3  — Mo|-fo ~  MqJc — q)(Io — Mq\M^M\Iq — Mq)/TraceM
M 0M '
=  ( " ) ^  (1.38)
using Eq. (1.37) and a Clebsch-Gordan symmetry property [Br 93].
In addition to parity invariance of the scattering operator, Hermiticity of 
leads to the relation
(i.39)
which holds in any coordinate system. Combining relations (1.38) and (1 .3 9 ) we find 
that
<  =  ( - ) i+5TtB; .  (1.40)
1.5.3 Spin-2 projectiles
The results (1.38) and (1.39) may be used to determine which analysing power com­
ponents must be measured to constitute a complete description of the scattering in 
coordinate system B. For a spin-2 projectile the tensor rank k < 4 which means there 
are 25 analysing power components. As noted already these are not independent. 
Eq. (1.38) immediately tells us that Tj§ and are zero and from Eqs. (1.38) and 
(1.40) is easily seen that that 13 real numbers; T2^ , iT^i =
T i  = Tf_2, T £  =  iT g  =  - iT fL 2, T g  = -Tg_3, iTg  =  iTg_lt T g  =  Tf_2,
zT j =  zT4^ .3, T44 =  and the unpolarised differential cross section constitute a 
complete measurement.
The meaning of the Tj^’s can be understood from how they could be measured. 
The inverse of Eq. (1.27) reads
N mq =  o r 1. i 5 3 HloMQ\IoMokO)tk0l (1.41)6-L0 T  1 l
11
and for a spin-2  projectile we have 
N 2 :
N l
No
ALi
N —2
-{1  +  \/2tio +  y — ^20 +  <  1, (1.42)
^{1 +  -  ÿŸ^20 -  ^ 3 0  -  \l^Uo} < 1, (1.43)
-{1  -  \l~Ÿt20 +  ^ÿ-*4o} < 1, (1.44)
-{1  -  +  ^ 3 0  -  < 1, (1.45)
-{1  — Vïtio  +  ^ Y ’^ 20 — ^ * 3 0  +  — 1" (1.46)
Demanding that inequalities (1.42-1.46) are satisfied simultaneously places the fol­
lowing restrictions on the t&o:
“ 7 1  -  tm -  7 1 ’ 
[ T  [ Y
"Vïô -  20- Vîô’
"71 -  t30 -  71’
7 ' [7
18 ~  <40- V  8 "
(1.47)
(1.48)
(1.49)
(1.50)
Consider a beam ensemble, with rotational symmetry about the z-axis, which only 
has rank-4 polarisation (to the maximum positive degree possible). Such a state 
must have all tk0 except U0 equal to zero, and £40 =  The corresponding relative 
populations of the Mo-substates are given by (1.42-1.46) to be
N 2 =  AL2 =
Ni =  ALi =  0 , 
No = 5 .
(1.51)
From Eq. (1.29) it can be seen that
T40 —
  da
z>(0,0) dn
7 4a
1 dtt
(1.52)
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where /?(0 , 0 ) denotes the density matrix specified by the populations (1.51) and 
(ifs) (oo) t i^e corresponding differential cross section. Eq. (1.52) shows that T4o 
measures the fractional difference between ( ^ ) ^ Q and the unpolarised differential
cross section The analysing power components with ç ^  0 can be measured 
similarly: let p{9,(j)) denote the density matrix, specified by the populations (1.51), 
which describes an ensemble whose symmetry axis must be rotated by (0 , ÿ) to 
coincide with the z-axis of the coordinate system w.r.t. which the analysing powers 
are to measured. Then T 4 4 ,  for example, is given by (use Eqs. (1.29) and (1.28))
— 5—
=  ( 1 ' 5 3 )
Eqs. (1.52) and (1.53) are valid for spin-2  projectiles. Lower spins are discussed in 
a similar manner by [Ro 74] and [Fi 92].
1.6 Observables in Alder-W inther theory
In this section we derive some general consequences, on observables, of the assump­
tions made by Alder-Winther theory. The target is assumed to be spherical and i t ’s 
internal degrees of freedom ignored. The projectile is assumed to have some charge 
deformation.
First, we look at the quasielastic differential cross section: the term quasielas­
tic refers to a measurement which does not separate elastic and low-lying inelastic 
events. To find out what Alder-Winther theory predicts for quasielastic scattering 
we introduce the set of projectile internal states which the time evolution
operator, U r -  given by Eq. (1 .8 ) -  couples strongly to the incident projectile internal 
state. In this subspace of projectile states we have
E  \hM .){I„M A  =  1. (1.54)
I  a
We shall assume that the \IaMa) are approximately degenerate so tha t va æ v 
for all <7. This assumption is implicitly made in the standard version, of Alder- 
Winther theory (as described in Section (1.4)) in any case. The polarised quasielastic
13
differential cross section is given by (cf. Eq. (1.18))
( ^ - )  =  T race'(M pM t) (1.55)
P
— 53 ^Mol^/rrM^./oMol2 (1.56)
I  c , M ,?  M o
= E  N u a— ^ { h M d V l \ I ' M J ( I . M . \ U Il\h M a) (1.57)
la-Mg-Mq V (Xi
"  (l58)
The prime in Eq. (1.55) indicates that the Trace is over all projectile states which 
are strongly coupled by Ur  to |/0M)), as is made explicit in Eq. (1.56). In going from 
Eq. (1.56) to Eq. (1.57) we have used Eqs. (1.20), (1.11), (1.12) and (1.14). And in
going Eq. (1.57) to Eq. (1.58) we have used va ^  v along with Eqs. (1.54), (1.10)
and (1.17). Thus we see that Alder-Winther theory predicts that the quasielastic 
differential cross section is independent of the beam polarisation and is in fact equal 
to the Rutherford cross section.
The quasielastic differential cross section may also be written
dÜ ) o V ^  \  d ü
where
dcrqel\  f  dcjel\  f  dam
p \  'A,'iU /  p
+  b n  . (1-59)
dael\
~1q ) =  5 3  ^MoIMtoM'VoMqI2 (160)
J O M " M nq  M o
d(jR
^ M q  M o
is the elastic cross section, and
fd<7in\
i jq  j ~  5 3  ^M ol^M ^/oM ol2 (1.62)
\ alL J P  la&oMaMo
=  "37T 53 M tfo~la/<,M<r,/oMo|2 (1.63)
la&oMaMo V
is the sum of the inelastic cross sections for excitation of final projectile states with 
la f  /q. Using the result (1.58) in Eq. (1.59) we obtain a second method of
14
calculating the elastic cross section (the first being the evaluation of Eq. (1.61)):
( £ ) . - $ - ( £ ) . •  <■-«>
Eq. (1.64) tells us, that in Alder-Winther theory, the only effect determining the 
deviation of the elastic cross section from the Rutherford cross section is the amount 
of flux leaving the elastic channel (note that this effect depends on the beam polar­
isation).
Let us now look at the tensor analysing power components. For quasielastic 
scattering we find (cf. Eq. (1.30))
, =  Trace'M r^M t 
kq Trace'MM t  ^ j
A/,,,/q M q I<tMq,/oAfo
(1.66)
«  T y ^ -r  E ( W | / o M 0fcO) (1.67)
0 M o
=  0, (1.68)
since k ^  0. Going from Eq. (1.66) to Eq. (1.67) requires steps analogous to those 
used in going from Eq. (1.56) to Eq. (1.58). The summation in (1.67) is performed 
using [Va 8 8 ]
^(/oM o|/oM)&0) =  (2/o +  1)#&0' (1.69)
M o
The vanishing of the quasielastic analysing powers in Alder-Winther theory is 
not surprising since we have already shown that the quasielastic differential cross 
section is independent of the beam polarisation: Eqs. (1.52) and (1.53) show that 
the analysing powers measure the difference between differential cross sections of 
varying polarisation, and agree with (1 .6 8 ) in the Alder-Winther limit.
Next consider the product ^ - T ^ 1 where -g — =  Trace'MM t is the unpo­
larised quasielastic differential cross section. We may write this product as
where ^  is the unpolarised elastic differential cross section and is the sum of
the unpolarised inelastic differential cross sections for excitation of final projectile 
states with ^  Iq. The elastic analysing powers are given by
This result shows that the Alder-Winther elastic analysing powers are entirely de­
termined by the amount of polarisation dependent flux leaving the elastic channel.
The Alder-Winther expressions for observables as given in this section are of 
course not the whole story. That this is the case can be understood quite intuitively.
from the Rutherford cross section is due to real excitation. Intuitively one also ex-
ity). The effect of the projectile’s charge deformation and polarizability on elastic 
scattering can be included in a natural manner using the more recent developments 
in the semiclassical theory of Sukumar and Brink [Su 83] which systematically in­
cludes the interplay between the internal and relative degrees of freedom. Sukumar 
and Brink [Su 83] show that the Alder-Winther expressions for Coulomb excitation 
observables are the zeroth-order terms in an asymptotic expansion in powers of I / 77,
'eZ k h M 0\I0MI>k q )M lK A M ,M loMl,JoMo 
H m ^m 0 m ;0 m,, AMo i/oMo
~dn k(IoMo\IoM(,kq)a*loMi,j o U ^ a I o M Hj oMo
(1.73)
(1.72)
(2 /o + 1 ) * ?
and the inelastic analysing powers by
(1.74)
(1.75)
Eq. (1.71) and the approximation (1.68) lead to the relation
dcrtn
rp e l ^  d d  rp in
1kq ~  d(Tel kq •
d fl
(1.76)
For example, Eq. (1.64), states that the only deviation of the elastic cross section
pects there to be deviations due to the charge deformation of the projectile and 
deviations due to virtual excitation (ie. the projectile’s electromagnetic polarizabil-
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Eq. (1.2), and show how to calculate all leading corrections. In this thesis it will be 
shown that the charge deformation and polarizability effects mentioned above are 
corrections of leading order in the Sukumar-Brink expansion.
One would also intuitively expect there to be corrections to the Alder-Winther 
expressions for real excitation, accounting for the loss in energy of the relative motion 
due to the excitation. We show that such corrections are also of leading order in the 
Sukumar-Brink expansion.
In the next section we review some of the attempts to improve standard Alder- 
Winther theory. The final section of Chapter 1 reviews some recent sub-Coulomb 
barrier energy experiments relevant to the theory developed in this thesis. The 
Sukumar-Brink theory is then described in detail in Chapter 2 .
1.7 Extensions to Alder-W inther theory
There have been several attempts to calculate corrections to the Alder-Winther the­
ory of Coulomb excitation over recent years and here we will focus on those aiming 
to improve on the standard theory’s description of elastic scattering. The first such 
attem pt appears to have been made by Smilansky [Sm 6 8 ] who calculated to first 
order the effect of the quadrupole moment on %  for elastic scattering from a purely 
aligned target. The method used, the WKB approximation in three dimensions, 
was restricted to backward scattering. A closed form expression is obtained which is 
shown to be in good agreement with DWBA calculations. Clement [Cl 70] tackled 
the same problem as Smilansky, using classical perturbation theory, and obtained a 
closed form expression for T2q which was identical to that obtained by Smilansky at 
backward angles.
Alder et al. [Al 73] evaluated the elastic differential cross section and analysing 
powers to second order in a quadrupole moment of a purely aligned target, making 
some semiclassical considerations, as well as full quantum mechanical calculations. 
They show that the contribution to T2o, when only terms which are first order in the 
quadrupole moment are considered, is of order I /77 and obtain the same scattering
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angle dependence as Clement. They also argue that the contribution from second 
order terms in the quadrupole moment is of order I / 772. Their quantum mechanical 
calculations show the second order contribution to be small- of order 1 0 % of the 
first order contribution.
Baur et al. [Ba 77] calculate the effect of the deuteron polarizability on the unpo­
larised elastic cross section using a polarisation potential. They derive a polarisation 
potential in the adiabatic limit to second order in the dipole interaction and obtain 
a closed form expression for it’s effect on the elastic cross section using first
order classical perturbation theory. They also perform first order quantum mechan­
ical calculations and argue that the first order effect of the polarizability is of order 
I / 7 7 .
Egelhof et al. [Eg 80] make some semiclassical considerations in order to analyse 
an experiment performed to measure the quadrupole moment of 7Li. They make the 
identification
Tf„d =  T g  (1.77)
where 7%) is the contribution to the elastic analying power due to the quadrupole 
moment of the 7Li projectile as calculated in ref. [A1 73]. From Eq. (1.77), it follows 
that
dcrqel rp q e l    d a ^ _ rp in
'T'eZ   dO. 20 d fi 20 1 - 7 0  \
20 -  g g  (1.78)
d a in
«  T§> ~  ^ - 2 %  (1.79)
dfi
if one assumes that ^  ^  so that ^  ^  re .
Grawert and Berner [Gr 89] develop a semiclassical theory which gives a descrip­
tion of the effect of virtual excitation to high lying states on elastic analysing powers 
in addition the effect of the quadrupole moment. The effect of the excited states 
is taken into account (to second order in the dipole interaction) by a spin depen­
dent adiabatic polarization potential, analogous to that used by Baur et al. for the 
central case. The quadrupole moment and ground state tensor polarizability are 
treated to first order within a semiclassical formalism which begins from a partial
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wave expansion of the Coulomb distorted wave Born approximation for the scatter­
ing amplitude. The semiclassical limit is obtained by using the WKB approximation 
for the Coulomb wave functions. This is equivalent to replacing radial matrix ele­
ments by classical orbit integrals, and expanding the resulting expressions about the 
classical value for the relative angular momentum, L =  77 cot \QS, up to order I / 77.
Grawert and Berner identify the analysing power for the first order effect of 
the quadrupole moment and tensor polarizability as T%q1. They obtain the elas­
tic analysing power using Egelhof’s formula, Eq. (1.79), calculating the inelastic 
observables using Alder-Winther theory. The resulting formulae are used to anal­
yse a measurement by Wellar et al. [We 85] of T2o for the elastic and quasi-elastic 
scattering of 7Li from a spherical target.
Berner and Grawert [Be 91] develop the theoretical foundations of their previous 
work by deriving a local equivalent polarization potential, for the description of the 
effect of excited states on elastic scattering, from the full Green’s function for the 
electromagnetic interaction. In this work they consider the limit of low lying states as 
well as the limit of high lying states (corresponding to the adiabatic polarisation 
potentials previously mentioned) and thus present a formalism for calculating Tgj 
which does not resort to the ad-hoc formula given by Eq. (1.77). They analyse 
an experiment by Vôlk et al. [Vo 92], with aligned 23Na, which is analogous to the 
experiment performed by Wellar using 7Li.
The results of Grawert and Berner’s semiclassical calculations, for the effect 
of the quadrupole moment and the central polarizability on elastic scattering, are 
identical with the purely classical calculations of Clement and those of Baur et al.. It 
appears that when Rutherford scattering is perturbed by a potential with a classical 
analogue, and is treated to first order, then classical mechanics correctly gives the 
semiclassical limit to order I / 77.
Finally, we mention the calculations of Roberts et al. [Ro 95] which use the 
Sukumar and Brink semiclassical method [Su 93] to calculate all components of the 
second rank tensor analysing powers to first order in the quadrupole moment of the
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projectile. We also apply the Sukumar and Brink method in the present work. It 
will be described in detail in Chapter 2 . Roberts’ result for T2o is identical with the 
previous classical and semiclassical calculations already described.
1.8 Recent sub-Coulomb experim ents
Several experiments have been performed in recent years with polarised beams at 
sub-Coulomb energies. Egelhof et al. [Eg 80] measure T2o for elastic and quasi­
elastic scattering of 7Li from 208Pb and 58Ni. They extract the quadrupole moment 
of 7Li using the semiclassical analysis outlined in the previous section (Eq. 1.79).
A similar experiment by Kammeraad and Knutson [Ka 85] measures T2q for 
deuteron elastic scattering. Their analysis includes several small effects, such as 
atomic screening, vacuum polarisation and relativistic corrections by the use of clas­
sical potentials, and corrects for strong absorption using a formula analogous to Eq. 
(1.79) to calculate the flux leaving the elastic channel. They conclude that it is 
possible to extract the quadrupole moment of the deuteron from their data.
Another experiment by Wellar et al. [We 85] makes almost the same measure­
ment as Egelhof with sufficient accuracy to make possible, through a coupled chan­
nels analysis, the extraction of several properties of 7Li from the data set. Wellar et 
al. argue that the four most important properties, with regard to their data are the 
ground state quadrupole moment, the ground state tensor polarizability, the B(E2)  
for the first excited state and the tensor polarizability for the first excited state. 
The data is fitted with these four properties as free parameters. A second coupled 
channels analysis of this data which fits effective moments, dependent on the beam 
energy [Gr 89], is made by Volk and Pick [Vo 91] and agrees with that of Wellar.
Further experiments [Vo 92, Tu 96] have been performed to measure the electro­
magnetic properties of 23Na in a similar manner to the 7Li experiments. A recent 
review of nuclear physics with polarised heavy ions, including a chapter on Coulomb 
scattering, has been made by Pick et al. [Fi 92].
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Chapter 2
Sukumar-Brink theory
2.1 Sukumar-Brink scattering amplitude
The Sukumar and Brink semiclassical formalism [Su 83] is designed for scattering 
problems when the Hamiltonian is
f f  =  ^  +  Vk(r) +  f f /M  +  Vr(r,c), (2 .1 )
where r, p  and m are the relative position, momentum and reduced mass of the 
projectile and target and ç are the internal coordinates. The first two terms in H
describe the relative motion of the target and projectile and, for our purposes, V r
is taken to be the monopole Coulomb potential given by Eq. (1.4). The formalism 
is independent of the form of V r  as long as it is a central potential with a mono­
tonie deflection function. The third term describes the internal motion and the last 
term the coupling between the relative and internal motion; the formalism is also 
independent of their particular form.
Sukumar and Brink begin from a path integral expression for the reduced prop­
agator [Pe 69, Br 85a],
t i |p 0, t0) = J  D[r(t)] exp j °^fc(*)] j (2.2)
which is the probability amplitude for the relative motion to move from initial mo­
mentum po at time t0 to final position r i  at time ti while the internal motion makes
a transition from a state |z/) to a state |<r). The states \v) and |cr) are eigenstates 
of üf/(ç) with energies ev and Cy- respectively. The classical action corresponding to 
elastic scattering in V r  is given by
So[r{t)] =  I  dt£o(T, r) +  P o.r0, (2.3)J to
with the Lagrangian given by
£o(r, r) =  ^m f2 -  VR{r). (2.4)
The matrix element ^4^[r(t)] is given by
Acrv[r(t)] =  (<7|(/[r(t),ti,t0]|^) (2.5)
where the time evolution operator [/ is a solution of the Schmdinger equation
i h ^  = V{T{t),<;)U, (2.6)
with the initial condition (/(to, to) =  1 (V" is given by Eqs. (1.9) and (3.15)). Eq.
(2.6) is the differential equation corresponding to Eq. (1.8) when the path r(t) is
a Rutherford orbit. The integration in Eq. (2.2) is a summation over all possible 
paths r(t) satisfying the boundary conditions
raf(t0) =  Po, r(ti) =  r i. (2.7)
The semiclassical approximation is obtained by making an expansion about a clas­
sical path for elastic scattering in V r  (satisfying boundary conditions (2 .7 )) up to 
second order in deviations from the classical path. Such an expansion is in gen­
eral an expansion in powers of 1/m . For the case of Coulomb excitation it can be 
shown [Su 83] that this is equivalent to an expansion in powers of I / 77. The resulting 
approximate expression for the reduced propagator is [Su 83]
Kav{*i, *i|po, *o) =  K r (tu t i |p 0, £0) [aau +  Saw] , (2 .8 )
where
CLav — A w  [r/z(t)], 
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(2.9)
is identical with the excitation amplitude, Eq. (1.14). Here, K R(ri,ti\pç,to) is 
the semiclassical propagator for elastic scattering in a monopole Coulomb potential. 
The second term in the square brackets in Eq. (2.8); a correction to the excitation
amplitude accounting for the contribution of paths in the neighbourhood of the
1classical Rutherford orbit, is given by ,
5ûW =  (cr\ôU\j/}, (2.10)
where
5C7 =  CA +  [/', (2 .1 1 )
— H Â - i n ? ) , ,
and
n \ - • °J / po
Unit', t0)
(2.13)
with
UR(tu to) =  U[rR( t) , t i , t0]. (2.14)
The propagator (2.2) in the limit, t 0 -o o  and ti ->• oo, may be related to 
the time-independent scattering wave function and hence the scattering amplitude 
as discussed in refs. [Do 85] and [Br 85a]. The scattering amplitude for Coulomb
excitation corresponding to approximation (2 .8 ) is found to be
fais =  0S) [cw +  Saal/] , (2.15)
where f R(E,0s ) is given by Eq. (1 .1 2 ). The first term is identical with the Alder- 
Winther scattering amplitude, Eq. (1 .1 1 ), and is zeroth order in the I /77 expansion. 
The second term is the leading correction of order I / 77.
1 H e r e  w e  a r e  u s i n g  t h e  E i n s t e i n  c o n v e n t i o n  t h a t  r e p e a t e d  i n d i c e s  a r e  s u m m e d  o v e r .
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2.2 Observables in Sukumar-Brink theory
In this section we make similar considerations to those of Section (1.6). Essentially 
we shall derive expressions for observables, but now : to first order in I / 77, using 
the Sukumar-Brink expression for the scattering amplitude, Eq. (2.15), in place 
of the Alder-Winther expression, Eq. (1.11). We compare these with the results 
of Section (1.6). We look first at the quasielastic differential cross section. We 
introduce the set of projectile internal states {j/^M^)}, which UR +  ÔU, Eqs. (1 .8 ) 
and (2.11), strongly couples to the incident projectile internal state, so tha t Eq. 
(1.54) is satisfied in this subspace. As previously we assume that the \IaMa) are 
approximately degenerate so that the polarised quasielastic differential cross section 
for an aligned beam is given by
(Hr) =  (2 .1 6 )
=  E  ArM , - 5 ( / o M , | [ 4 +  {5Uy\I„M<,){I„MAUR +  5U\I0M0)
(2.17)
E  NMo^ £(ioMo\{uluR + u& u+ (suyuR}\i0M0),
M o  a i L
(2.18)
using Eq. (2.15) for the scattering amplitude. It has been shown recently [Su 93] 
that the terms URSU +  (SUYUr may be written in the following simplified form:
=  —ih 
Thus we find that
A =  U l6 U + (SU )'U R (2.19)
(2.20)Rrrt ( J L )  ( d £ A  + ( w l \ .  ( d V
R \ dr«jJo„ \ dP0jJr, \ 9r» j)o , \ dP0J
d(jqel\  daR A  . Ar a \
JO 1 ^  rin I Z - j  Mo IoMqJqMq I j (2.21)\  diï J p dQ, y Mq
since the first term of Eq. (2.18) is given by Eq. (1.58). Thus we see, tha t in 
contrast to Alder-Winther theory, the Sukumar-Brink quasielastic differential cross
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section depends on the incident beam polarisation. The dependence is contained 
in the second term of Eq. (2.21) which is the leading correction to Alder-Winther 
theory in the Sukumar-Brink expansion.
Again we may also write the quasielastic differential cross section as
/ d<jqel\  _  / dael\  fd a m
{~ d ù  ) p =  [ i n  ) p + y d a  y p+  h s r  . (2 .2 2 )
since this equation has nothing to do with semiclassical considerations. However, 
use of Eq. (2.15) leads to
[  dcrel\
I -JFT J =  H  NMo I Af/0m 'q ,/0Mq 12 (2.23)
X a ^ L J o  M L 'M nq o
^  Nm° [la/oM ,^/0Mo|2 +  2 Re (a*i0M"IoMoàaIoMiï,IoMo)] i
Mq Mo
(2.24)
for the elastic cross section and 
/  d(jin\
,0  j J^M0 \MI(TMcr,ioMo |2 (2.25)
j  P  U ^ I o M r M o
-jJr 13 Nmo~T [Wmt./oMoI2 +  2Re (a}vM IoMoôaIvMvj 0Mo) ] ,
Ir&oMrMo V
(2.26)
for the inelastic cross section. The first terms of both Eqs. (2.24) and (2.26) are 
zeroth-order in the I /77 expansion and are identical with the Alder-Winther result. 
The second terms are the corrections of order 1/rj. By making use of approximation
(2.21) and Eq. (2.22) the elastic cross section may also be expressed as
( d n  )p “  da  (1 +  E  ^MoA/cMo./oMoj  ^dQ (2.27)
which contains two kinds of correction (of order I / 77) to the Alder-Winther result, 
Eq. (1.64). We will show that the second term of Eq. (2.27) contains the first kind 
of correction: the effect of the charge deformation of the projectile and the effect of 
virtual excitation of it s excited states. The second kind of correction (contained in
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the third term of Eq. (2.27)) arises from using Eq. (2.26) to calculate the effect of 
real excitation. This will be shown to account for the loss of energy from the relative 
motion due to the excitation.
Turning now to the analysing power components in Sukumar-Brink theory we 
find, for quasielastic scattering, that
T qel — ^ race MTkqM^ _
kq Trace'MMt
^  DmqM' ^ (-fpMq IIqMqIcQ) A j0m'q,/qMq
((270 +  1) +  E m» ^ / oM^ './oM'')
=  9 r , -, (^oM)|-foMoÂ:ç)A/oM/)/oMo +  O ( i / t /2) , (2.30)
0 ^  M0M'
since A is of order I / 77. As in Section 1.6 we can use the relation
(2.29)
rvnT ,e! =  ^ r e! , ^ L m in  , 9  o, \
to obtain an expression for the elastic analysing power components which takes 
advantage of the simplified approximate expressions for quasielastic scattering; Eqs.
(2 .2 1 ) and (2.30). Using the Sukumar-Brink expression for the scattering amplitude 
we find that the product is given by
=  (24  +  1 )
+  ,/0M' ^ a/<TM,,/0Mo +  ,/oM' ,/0Mo] , (2.32)
whilst the elastic analysing powers may be written
T ei _  ^EMpM'(4Mo|7oM{A;g)A/oM',/oMo -  (2/p +  l ) ^ - r g  2
? 7§f ( ( 2 / 0 +  1 ) +  EM'' A/oM'',/oM'') -  (2 /o +  1 ) ^
When evaluating Eq. (2 .3 3 ) the denominator should be expanded as is Eq. (2.29) 
and only terms up to order I /77 retained.
In the next chapter we shall obtain expressions for cross sections and analysing 
power components which are first order in I /77 and second order in the strength of the
non-central part of electromagnetic interaction, using time-dependent perturbation 
theory and the results of this chapter. The resulting expressions are found to de­
pend essentially on the product of electromagnetic matrix elements and derivatives 
of the Alder-Winther orbit integrals [A1 75] with respect to the parameters which 
characterise the Rutherford orbit.
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Chapter 3 
Sukumar-Brink theory when the  
interaction is weak
3.1 Perturbation expansion of the tim e evolution  
operator
As already stated in Section 1 .2 , we assume that the non-central part of electromag­
netic interaction (the coupling) is weak so that the excitation it causes is perturba- 
tive. Eq. (1.8) for the time evolution operator in the interaction picture may then 
be solved iteratively, and Alder and Winther [A1 75] show that the resulting series 
can be written to second order in the coupling as
Ur =  1 +  iR  — - R 2 +  iG +  .... (3 .1 )
The operators R  and G are Hermitian and are given by
1 fti
h0
fti rt\
dt /
fto ''to
where
1 , t > t '
R ~ ~ h l t  (3.2) 
G = 4 ? J t  d t I  -  ( ')ÿ (ra (t) , (r)ÿ(ra(t'), ç), (3.3)
—1 , t < tl 
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(3-4)
3.2 Perturbation expansion of A
The perturbation series solution for the time evolution operator U r  in the form of 
Eq. (3.1) enables us to obtain a simple expression for the operator A, as given by 
Eq. (2 .2 0 ), which is second order in the coupling. Matrix elements of A are required 
to calculate the Sukumar-Brink 1 /r] corrections to the Alder-Winther expressions 
for quasielastic scattering observables; as described in Section 2 .2 .
Defining
and
di =
do =
d
dr0j
PO
d
x9 po,-/ri
on differentiating Eq. (3.1) for U r  w.r.t. r 0j- at constant p 0, we obtain 
diUR = id1 (R + G) -  ^ ( R ( d 1 R) + (d1 R)R) + ...
= id1 (R + G ) - R { d 1 R) + h R , d 1 R] + ... 
Similarly, differentiating U r  w.r.t. po j  at constant r i  we obtain
and similarly,
diUR — iÔ2 (R  +  G) — R{d2 R) +  — [i2,8 2 R] +  ...
d±^ 2 Ur — id±d2 (R  +  G) — R{d\d2R) — {d\R)(d2R) 
+  j  ^1^2 -R] +  -  [diR, +  ...
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
Using Eqs (3.1), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), and remembering that R  and G are Hermi­
tian, Eq. (2 .2 0 ) for A becomes
1
A — —ih, 1 — iR  — — — iG
+
x
i d A  (R + G ) -  R ( d A R )  -  0 iR ) 0 2 R )  + I  {R, d1 d2 R} +  j  d2 R]
-id,. (R + G ) -  R(d1 R) +  i  [A, d ^ j
id2 (R  + G) — R(d2 R) + — [iî, d2 R]
= A (1) +  A<2) +  A®  +  0 ( V 3), (3.11)
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where
A(1) = M id 2 (Æ +  <5),
= —— [R,did2-R]
and
A ®  = - j l d 1 R ,d 2 R}.
3.3 Electric excitations
In this section we provide expressions for the matrix elements of the operators R  
and G which are in convenient forms for their computation.
We shall only consider electric excitations, of a deformed projectile, by it’s inter­
action with a spherical target (the theory of magnetic excitation may be developed 
in a similar manner [A1 56]). For this case the coupling V  is the non-central part of 
the Coulomb interaction which may be expanded in multipoles as [A1 56]
V(r, ç) =  4irZte E * Vx/,^ r)M ( E \  M)1, (3.15)
A,/i 
A^O
where M( E X,  //) is the electric multipole moment operator of the projectile. Expan­
sion (3.15) is valid provided |r| > \rj\, j  =  1, ...,ZP, where Tj is the position of the
j th  proton in the projectile measured from the projectile’s centre of mass. Taking
matrix elements of Eq. (3.2) between eigenstates of internal Hamiltonian if / ,  and 
using definition (1.9) for the coupling in the interaction picture, we see that
1 r00
RirMrjoMo =  d t i le M ^ V  (rE(t), ç)|ioM))ew<rot, (3.16)
where
^ 0 = ~ ^ .  (3.17)
Substituting Eq. (3.15) for the coupling potential into Eq. (3.16) we obtain
Æ/,m„,/oMo =  ^2(I0M0\ M ( E \ , /t ) |/ ffM(T)*SEA)I(w<,o), (3.18)
Aji
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
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where we have defined,
S b» M  = r  (3.19)
00 r R  V ' )
which depends only on parameters characterising the relative motion through the 
Rutherford orbit, and the excitation energy hüjao. The dependence of Ssa^Wq-o) on 
the size of the Rutherford orbit may be separated by writing
Se \ h{W(to) axv (2\ — l)\ \y it ^or°)’ (3.20)
where the factor R\n{Os,£ao) is a dimensionless normalised orbital integral which 
depends the shape of the Rutherford orbit (related to the scattering angle 9s), and 
the excitation energy and relative energy through the adiabaticity parameter ^o- 
The dimensionless adiabaticity parameter compares the timescale for the relative 
motion with the timescale for the excitation and is defined by
&o =  % r 0 =  77 (3.21)
In general the Rxn(9s,0  are complex, but in coordinate system B (described in 
Section 1.5.2) they are real and are given by the formula [A1 75]
R\»(9s,Ç) =  2A +'Ï" (A -  1)! “ 2 ’ fyhfi'iOs,f)- (3 22)
The function I\n(9s,Ç), known as a Coulomb excitation function, is given by
, ,2 3 ,
where the eccentricity e of the hyperbolic Rutherford orbit is related to the scattering 
angle by
s =  csc ^ s ,  (3.24)
and the new (dimensionless) integration variable w is related to the time t  by
t = ^ [ e  sinh w + w].  (3.25)
The radial position is given in terms of w by
rR(w) = a [e cosh iv +  1], (3.26)
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and in coordinate system B the polar angles Or and (f)R are given by 
and
4>r {w) — (3.28)
The vanishing of the Coulomb excitation function exponentially with £ demonstrates 
an important qualitative feature of Coulomb excitation; an excitation will only be 
strong if the excitation frequency is slow compared with the frequency of the energy 
pulse from the field of the target. The orbital integrals are normalised so that
5 3 l ^ ( 7r ,0 ) |2 =  l. (3.29)
We now define the reduced matrix element [Br 93] of the electric multipole moment 
operator by
{I0M a\M {E\fi)\IaMc) =  ( - ) 2A(/oM „|/,M ,A //)(70| |> ( (S A ) | |/ (r). (3.30)
The relative phase of the internal wave functions \IoM0) and \IaMa) may be chosen 
so that the matrix element (3.30) is real [A1 75]. When this is done it is found that 
the reduced matrix element satisfies
m \ M ( E \ ) \ \ I 0) =  ( - ) ^ ^ ( / o | | J W ( E A ) | |4 ) .  (3.31)
a
Using the definitions above we can write Eq. (3.18) as
RlrMrJoMo =  - 5 3  &o), (3.32)
Xfi
where the factor Xo-L in Eq. (3.32) is a strength parameter, defined as
V (A) ^ V Ï & ( X - l ) \ Z t e ( I 0 \ \ M ( E X ) \ \ I a )
X°-*<T (2A +  1)!! hv ax ’  ^ j
which measures the strength of the coupling of the states 0 and a. It depends on 
the size of the Rutherford orbit through v and a which are related to the energy 
of the relative motion, on nuclear properties through the reduced m atrix element,
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as well as the charge of the target. In fact, when Qs = it and =  0, the A- 
pole excitation probability to lowest order in the coupling for the transition 0  —> 
cr (averaged over spin substates) is given by |xo^L|2- Thus, for the perturbation 
theory to be applicable, Xo^ -o- must be less than unity for each multipolarity A, and 
Eq. (3.33) defines precisely the strength parameter referred to in the penultimate 
paragraph of Section 1 .2 . Note that when the electric multipole matrix elements are 
real, the matrix elements of R  are real in coordinate system B.
To obtain an expression for the matrix elements of the operator G we insert a 
complete set of eigenstates of Hi between y (r^ (t) ,ç )  and F ( r Æ(t'),ç) in Eq. (3.3) 
to obtain
ï    ro o  roo
Gi^MrjoMo =  %T2 /  dt /  c&ze(t -  *,)(^TM7|tz(rfî(t),ç)|/zMz)eîu,<7zt
IzMz 00
x ( ; ,M , |y ( r A ( n ^ ) | /o M o ) e ^ .  (3.34)
The function e(t — t') can be represented by
e(t - H )  =  - V  f°°  — (3. 35)
7T J  —oo Q
so that using Eqs. (3.15) and (3.19) we find
so _  _ 3 . f  ^  ^  _______1________
i,M„i0Mo 2 V S J (2A +  1)(2A' +  1)
w'
x (IaM0\M{E\ii)\IzMzy{I,Mt\M{E>!li')\IaM„Y
1 r°° do
X —V  / — S e \ 'h'{w<tz — g)«S,EA^(^zo +  9)- (3.36)
7T J —oo Q
In terms of the normalised orbital integrals and strength parameters, defined by Eqs.
(3.22) and (3.33) respectively, Gi^ J qMq becomes
G /,a w „ m 0 =  E
L XX' UMZ nil'
1 da
x /  — R\ti{Qs,£zo + q)R\'n'(0s,£az — q)- (3.37)
71 v — oo Q
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It is convenient to define the tensors 1
G( \ \ > ) kq{ &s ,  £ z o , £<7z) =  €zo, Ço-z), (3.38)^xvq/|A^yz--,Xz^ AA
fifl'
where
G^(0s,ùo,^a-z) — —V [  — R\ii(6s,£zo + q)R\'ij,'{Os,£(Tz — q)j (3.39)
7T J —oo Q
1 r°° da
= -  —  {R\n(Qs , Çz0 +  q)R\>fJ.>{Os, -  q)
7T Jo q
— R\fi{0s, £zo — q)R\,fj,,{0s, Ca-z +  ç)} • (3.40)
In Eq. (3.40) the principal part integral is rewritten in a form which is convenient for 
numerical evaluation. Inverting Eq. (3.38) using the orthogonality of the Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficient [Br 93] we obtain
W ,  (3.4i)
K Q
and we may use Eqs. (3.39) and (3.41) to write in terms of the tensors
G ( \ \ ' ) k q ( 0 s ,  Çzo, £<tz)- Then using the symmetry relation [Br 93]
( JoMo\IzMzXfi) {IZMZ l/.M.A V )
— {—y t+*~Io+I<r+*‘,~Iz{IoMo\AfiIzM z)(IzMz\ \ ,[i'IaMff), - (3.42)
the summation over fi, and Mz may be performed using 2
E  (^Q|A^AV)(/oM0|A/x/2iW2)(/JM2|AV/<,M<r)
HH’M z
y  A ^
Iq I<t h
=  ( - ) A+A'^ ^ Æ A (/o M o |Æ Q 4 M ^ ) 4
so that Eq. (3.37) becomes
= "J E  E (-) /o+/?+Jf^ t(/oM „|/,M ^Q )
(3.43)
A' A K  
Iq Iff Iz
x Xo^zXi^ffG^xx^KQiOs^zo^ffz)- (3.44)
2  XX11z K Q
1  A l d e r  a n d  W i n t h e r  d e f i n e  t e n s o r s  r e l a t e d  t o  o u r s  b y  G(x\ ')k q  =  ( - ) x~x>K G ^ y ^ Q i n t h e r .
2 E q .  1 4  o n  p .  2 6 0  o f  [ V a  8 8 ] .
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Note that Eq (3.44) is formally very similar to Eq. (3.32) for the matrix elements 
of R  with the role oî X fi taken by K  and Q, and that like G ^ m^JqMq is
real in coordinate system B.
In the sudden limit, ie. when =  0, the second order matrix element
GirMvjoMo vanishes in coordinate system B. This may seen using the symmetry prop­
erties of the double integrals listed in Appendix A: when Q is even, G(\\')k q {0s , 0,0) 
vanishes in consequence of Eq. A.7; when K  is even £ AA, G?(AA/)kq(^s, 0,0) vanishes 
in consequence of Eq. (A.6 ); when i f  +  Q is odd ]Caa' <2(aa')kq(0s, 0 , 0 ) vanishes in 
consequence of Eq. (A.8 ); terms with both K  and Q odd cancel in sum over Q due 
to Eq. (A. 5).
3.4 The adiabatic limit
Here we consider the limiting case where a low-lying state is excited through an 
intermediate state of very high energy. As already mentioned in Section 1 .7  several 
authors [Ba 77, Ka 8 8 , Gr 89, De 91] have studied this limit using adiabatic polar­
isation potentials. The theory outlined here links these previous works, with our
approach where the energy of the intermediate state is not restricted. For an
intermediate state of sufficiently high energy we have, in this limit,
£zo ~  £<72 (3.45)
»  1, (3.46)
so that the relative motion is very slow compared to the two-step excitation.
From Eq. (3.40) it can be seen that the main contribution to the double or­
bit integral G(AA')KO%,&o,W comes from the region around q % ^ (&% -  &o). 
Therefore when Eq. (3.45) is satisfied, G(\x')k q {Qs ,€zo,£<tz) vanishes as ^  (the or­
bit integrals i?A^(^s,f) vanish exponentially with £). When Eq. (3.46) is satisfied 
the nearly constant factor |  may be taken outside the integral in Eq.
(3.40). The corresponding approximate expression for G(AA')KQ%,&o,&z) may be 
expressed in terms of the Coulomb excitation functions, Eq. (3.23). The final result
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is [Al 75]
x P(\\')k q (9s , & o), (3.47)
where
Pm k q V s . U )  = / s r a  aA+V+ly J 1  d t^ Ê ei^ ot’
(3.48)
and Aez0 =  ez — e0 is the excitation energy of the intermediate state. In coordinate 
system B
P ( \ \ ' ) k q ( 0 s , £ to )  =  ) J 2 K  +  i  -  g  » 0 ) } % Q '( - ,  0 )
x A+v+i,(9' (^s,C<to)- (3.49)
Using Eq. (3.47) we may approximate the matrix element Gi<tM(T>IqMo, Eq. (3.44) by 
GirMrjoMo ~  S  f ™XTv+T^  1L,(IoM q\I(TM(TKQ)P(x\')k q (Qs , Çao), (3.50)
XX'K ^0 n u  a  Q
where we have introduced the electric tensor polarizability of the projectile 3
T’V(A’A'’*) = m + rS liv i
x E
Iz
(2A  1)(2AZ +  1) (2 if  — 1) 
y  A i f
/0 la Iz
h h  ( I q 1 \M(EX)  \\IZ) (Iz | | . M  ( - E A ' )  | l / q . )  
Aezo
(3.51)
Eq. (3.50) can also be obtained by calculating the excitation amplitude to first order 
due to an adiabatic polarisation potential whose matrix elements are 4
y(p®Q =  r  r ^ m - i y . i z y  
i. mxioMo j E . y a i f  +  i  (k  — i)! /„ T' f (x ’x ’K )
x ]T (J0M o |J ,M „ tf Q ) p £ g .  (3.52)
3  O u r  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c  t e n s o r  p o l a r i z a b i l i t y  i s  c h o s e n  t o  c o i n c i d e  w i t h  t h a t  u s e d  b y  D e r n e r  
a n d  G r a w e r t  [ D e  9 1 ] .  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  T j / ( 1 , 1 , 2 )  =  T^ erner- Gra^rt^
4 E q s .  ( 3 . 4 8 ) ,  ( 3 . 4 9 )  a n d  ( 3 . 5 1 )  a r e  n o t  v a l i d  w h e n  K  =  0 .  H o w e v e r ,  w h e n  c a l c u l a t i n g  
GirMaJoMoi  E q .  ( 3 . 5 0 ) ,  a n d  V ^ 0^  IqMq, E q .  ( 3 . 5 2 ) ,  t h e r e  i s  n o  s u c h  p r o b l e m .
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3.5 Quasielastic scattering
3.5.1 Unpolarised differential cross section
We first use results (3.11), (3.32) and (3.44) to obtain an expression for the unpo­
larised quasielastic differential cross section which is second order in the strength of 
the coupling (and linear in I / 77). The unpolarised differential cross section is given 
by (cf. Eq. 2.21)
d(jqel
dQ
daR
dQ
daR
dQ
1 +
14-
/q t ï 1 \ 53 ^ IqMoJqMq {ZIq 4 - i j  Mo (3.53)
(2/ 0 4- 5 3  [RiqMoJoMq 4- GIoMo,i0m0] J , (3.54)
on using Eq. (3.11-3.14) to substitute for A in Eq. (3.53). There are no contributions 
from A (2) and A ^  because the trace of any commutator vanishes. Using Eq. (3.32) 
for R i0Mo,i0Mo and Eq. (1.69) we see that the contribution which is linear in the 
coupling (the second term of Eq. (3.54)) vanishes because the multipolarity À >  1.
The term which is second order in the coupling (the third term in Eq. (3.54)) 
does not vanish. Substituting for GIoMo,iqm0 using Eq. (3.44) we may carry out the 
summation over M0 using Eq. (1.69) to get
daqel
dQ
daR
dQ i - J e  (-)2/°ââ'/2 <
y  A o '
do do dz
x hd^Xo^zX^-toG^xx^ooiOs, fzo> foz)] 
Eq. (3.55) may further simplified using the result
, A+/o+/z
(3.55)
A' A 0
do do dz
(-)
> — T y  A^A'jAIq
(3.56)
and we get
daqel
dQ
daR
dQ 9  5 3 ( @ 2 1X o - i z  12 A A ) 0 0  ( ^ 5 ?  & 0 ,  C o z )A/z
(3.57)
Here we also used Eq. (3.31).
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3.5.2 Tensor analysing power com ponents
In a similar manner to that of the last section, we now derive expressions for the 
tensor analysing power components for quasielastic scattering which are second order 
in the coupling. Starting from Eq. (2.30) we use our second order expression for A 
given by Eqs. (3.11-3.14) to write
T%1 = T $  + 1™ + T $ ,  (3.58)
where
=  o/ k , -, £  (3.59)zi° ^  1 M q M q
The first of the three terms in Eq. (3.58) is given by
■ Tkg /or 7 -i V d2 53 (IoM0\IoMQkq) [Ri0m^ i0m0 +  G/oM'./oMo] • (3.60)
-r *-) MoM'
Substituting for R iqm 'qJo,Mo and GIqm 'qj qmq using Eqs. (3.32) and (3.44) respectively, 
the summations over Mq and M'0 may be carried out using
£  (/oM„|/0M;fc?)(/„M „|/0M M  =  (3.61)
M0M'
to obtain
T^q =  —fidid2 [xKo-^nC^iCoo =  0 )
2  x x ' l z  \  J
(3.62)
In contrast to the unpolarised differential cross section the tensor analysing powers 
for quasielastic scattering contain a term which is linear in the coupling.
The second term in Eq. (3.58) is given, on inserting a complete set of projectile 
internal states {\IZMZ)} between R and d ^ R  in Eq. (3.13), by
T i f  =  “ T o T T T  £  (loMolIoM^kq)
0 M qM qI z M z
x [RiqM^ IzMz (dld2RlzMz,Io,Mo) -  (dl^RloM^IzMz) RlzMz,Io,Mo\ (3.63)
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A' A A;
> XoX\ z X i X-?oG(\\')kq(Os, & 0, Çoz)
I q I q I z
Again we use Eq. (3.32) for R izm2,i0,Mo al°ng with
Rum.amo = E  Â'(/zMz|/„M'AV)xEfiA>-(9s, - u ) .  (3.64)
l z  X'fi'
for R i qm'q,izmz - The factor (—)^~^^- comes from using Eq. (3.31) to swap the state 
labels on the strength parameter xi^»V Then, we may perform the summations over 
M0, M q and M z using 4
^  (ToMo IfoM W  ( AM, ) (AMo |7zM, A//)
M z M qM q
A A A ;  
A A A
(3.65)
to obtain
'T’C2) —
■‘■kq
ih
E  ( - T ^ x x 'U k q iX i iX ' i i ' )
AX'
W'lz
A A &
A A A
( _ y o - h k
x [xo^zRx1 it' —Czo) • (à i <92 Xo^lz^fi (&s, ù o ))
— ~ùo)) X o^lz^/x(^,ùo)] • (3.66)
The contribution T ff may be developed in a manner identical to yielding
'T’C3) _1kg —
ih
E  ( - ) 2/"+*AA'/z(Ag|A^AV)
x x z
W'-fz
A' A ft
/o /o Iz
x [(9iX^Uav'(9s,-W )  (%X^z^(9s,6o)) 
~ (% xô^l^A '/(9s, —&o)) (9ixKz^Afi(9s, &o))] (3.67)
4 E q .  1 3  o n  p .  2 6 0  o f  [ V a  8 8 ] .
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3.6 Inelastic scattering
3.6.1 Unpolarised differential cross section
We now derive expressions for inelastic observables to second order in the coupling 
starting with the unpolarised differential cross section. The unpolarised differential 
cross section for the transition 0 —» cr. is given to order I /77 by (cf. Eq. (2.26))
=  (2 /„1+  1 ) mT o h - M - w l 2 +  2Re .
(3.68)
The Alder-Winther excitation amplitude can be obtained by taking matrix
elements of Eq. (3.1). Doing so we obtain
airMrjoMo =  iRivMrjoMo +  0 ( V 2). (3.69)
There is no term in Eq. (3.69) which is zeroth order in V  because I# ^  I q and 
for this reason we neglect terms of order V 2 as they lead to terms of order V 3 in 
inelastic observables. The I /77 correction to the excitation amplitude ôa^MaJoMo is 
found similarly from Eqs. (2.10-2.13) and (3.1) to be
SaiaMcIoMo =  yp^RlrMrJoMa + 0 ( V 2). (3.70)
Substitution of Eqs. (3.69) and (3.70) into Eq. (3.68) leads to 
dCTQ-to-   1 Vg dcfR  < r . _  |2
d ü  -  (2 /0  + 1 ) V d f i  M^ o L1
+  Re ({iRuMrjoMo}* hdi&RieMejoMo)] ■ (3.71)
Then using Eq. (3.32) for R ^ m^^qMq, we may perform the summations over and 
M0 using Eq. (3.61) to obtain
d c o —Hx Vg- d a R
dQ, v dQ .
+  Re ({iX(o i M 0 s , U )} *  hd1d2x iX M B s , e<,o))] - (3.72)
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3.6.2 Tensor analysing power com ponents
Here we derive an expression, for the product which is second order in
the coupling V .  To order l / r j  we have (cf. Eq. (2.32))
+  ,/oM' à a J r M r  J o M o  +  0 a * I(TM (r I q M ,q a I(TM r ,/0 Mo] • (3.73)
Again we use of Eqs. (3.69) and (3.70) along with
0'’lcrM(r ,I0Mq — —iRloM 'Q lvM a +  O(y^), (3.74)
and
+ 0 ( V 2 ).  (3.75)
In writing Eqs. (3.74) and (3.75) we have used the fact that R  and d ^ R  are 
Hermitian ($1 ^ 2  contains derivatives w.r.t. orbital parameters only). Thus, Eq. 
(3.73) becomes
ifi f
-  Y  { R I oK J vM* (*^ 1 ^ 2 Rlcr MaJo Mq )
-  ^ 1  d 2 R i 0Mq,IffMcr ) R'I<r M a,IqM q }] • (3.76)
From Eq. (3.76) we see that the I / 7 7  correction to the inelastic analysing powers is 
essentially given by (Eq. (3.63). We therefore introduce T ^ ( 0  - ï  z ) ,  defined 
by
Tk? = E 4 2)(° ^  z )- (3-77)
Iz
Eq. (3.76) may then be written as
=  T r " (0  a) +  -  (3-78)
where the term zeroth order in 1/rj is given by
'  \  k
^ r tA7 (0  ^  a) =  Ç  ( - )^ + ^ Â '/ff(M V A V )
fifl'Iz
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To To T(£T
f  ,
X ( - ) /o-/,r —Ç<ro)R\n{Os, Ç<to)-v (3.79)
■*-(T
The expressions for observables derived in this chapter, Eqs. (3.57), (3.58), (3.72) 
and (3.78), are not yet suitable for direct numerical evaluation. We must still perform 
the derivatives w.r.t. p 0 and r 0 contained in dx and d2. To do this we must use a 
definite coordinate system and in the next chapter we proceed in coordinate system 
B.
Note that the corresponding results for elastic scattering can be obtained from 
Eqs. (2.27) and (2.33).
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Chapter 4 
Evaluation o f observables
4.1 Parameterisation of the relative motion
To complete the derivation of our semiclassical expressions for scattering observables 
we must evaluate the derivatives d\ and d2 which appear in the formulae obtained 
in the last chapter. The Sukumar-Brink expression for the scattering amplitude is 
constructed from paths satisfying boundary conditions (2.7), ie. the components of 
r i and po are the independent variables specifying the Rutherford orbit in Eqs. (2.9- 
2.14). Six parameters are required to specify a classical path and the components 
of r i  and po are not the only possible choice for these six, nor the most convenient 
when the classical path is a hyperbola.
Indeed, we have already used Eqs (3.25-3.28) which specify a Rutherford by the 
relative energy E  and the scattering angle Os- Also implicit in Eqs. (3.25-3.28) is 
that the time of closest approach of the projectile and target is r  =  0. The intro­
duction of three angles defining the spatial orientation of the hyperbola (equivalent 
to choosing a coordinate system) completes one convenient parameterisation of the 
relative motion.
The change of variables from r i  and p 0 to the set cm, m =  1,..., 6 , where the Cm 
are chosen to be E, 9Q, r ,  a, j3 and 7 , is discussed by dos Aidos et al. [Do 8 6 ]. The 
angle 0O is related to the scattering angle by % =  | ( 7r -  0S). The three angles a,
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j3 and 7  define the orientation of the Rutherford orbit relative to coordinate system 
B. The orientation a  =  /? =  7  =  0 defines coordinate system B and Rutherford 
orbits at other orientations are obtained by a rotation through a  in the range (0 , 27t) 
about the x-axis, followed by a rotation through f3 in (—| ,  | )  about the y-axis and 
a rotation through 7  in (0 ,27r) about the z-axis. Note that a , (3 and 7  are not the 
standard Euler angles.
Dos Aidos et al. introduce the following convenient notation for the derivatives 
d-i and d2:
<41)
w ,  » ) - < « ) < % ) - ( 1 ^  ( 1 7 . < « )
Then D 2{f)  and D(f ,g)  can be expressed in terms of D 2(cm) and D(cm,cn) by
D2(f)  = D 2(cm) ^  + D(cm,cn) - ^ -  (4.3)
and
(4 4 )
using the summation convention for the indices m  and n. Evaluating the functions 
D 2(cm) and D{cm,cn) in coordinate system B for a Rutherford orbit with r  =  0
[Do 8 6 ] it is found that only two of the D 2 (cm) are non-zero. These are
D 2{r) =  I  (4.5)
D \ e 0) =  cot q^. (4.6)
The non-zero D(cm, Cn) are
D( t ,E)  =  - 1, (4.7)
D ( t, Oo) =  - D ( 0 0, t ) =  D (r, a) =  D(a , r) =  (4 .9 )
D(0o, a ) =  -D(oi,  6q ) =  D(0o, 0o) =  D(oi, a)  =  cos2 60, (4.10)
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D 0 > ,«  -  ~ W  , «  H )
D({3,7 ) — ~D {rY,(3) =  — 2 ^ C° ^ 0’
^ ( 7 , 7 ) =  ^  cot2 • (4.13)
It is clear that D(r, r) diverges as n  becomes large. Terms containing this factor
should be summed to all orders m l/%  [Su 83]; we find that such terms in fact do
not contribute to observables at first order in 1 /%.
4.2 An expression for A in terms of E , #o, r, o, (5 
and 7
In order to define subsequent notation and demonstrate simplifications due to the 
high degree of symmetry possessed by the functions n (c m, c j ,  here, we re-write the 
operator A, as given by Eqs. (3.11-3.14), in terms of E, 0o, r ,  a, (3 and 7 .
Using Eqs. (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7-4.13) we may conveniently write 
which appears in A ^ ,  Eq. (3.12), and ùS2\  Eq. (3.13), as
di $2 == Do +  D& +  D c +  Dd +  D e, (4.14)
where
Do =  D (T' E }~frôË' (4‘15)
D 6 =  (4.16)
Dc =  (4.17)
Drf =  2D ( T ’ a ) d ^ ’ 2 (4 1 8 )
De =  D 2 (-eo)w 0 + D {e°’do)i i  
+  D (a ’ + D ^ ’ D ^ ’ (4-19)
Then we can write
A (l) =  A (1<,) +  A (16) +  A (lc) +  A (ld) +  A (lc), (4.20)
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where
and
with
A<lŒ> =  m *  (R + G ), etc.,
A® _  a (2“) +  A(2i,) +  A(2c) +  A(2ti) +  A(2e),
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
Note that the terms in A^) and A ^  containing cn) which are antisymmetric 
under interchange of cm and Cn cancel. Using Eq. (4.4) in Eq. (3.14) for we 
find that the terms containing D(cm, cn) which are symmetric under interchange of 
cm and Cn cancel, and get
A^3) =  A ^^  +  A ^^ +  A(3c) +  A ^ ,
where
AP“> =  E)
a<36> =  - ihD(T,e0) 
A<3c> =  - ih D (e 0 ,a )  
A (3<i) =  - ihD(/3,7 )
dR  dR  
d r ’ dE
dR  dR  
dr ’ 90o 
dR  dR  
900 ’ da  
d R  dR  
dfi ’ 9 7
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
4.3 Evaluation of derivatives
It is possible to evaluate the derivatives w.r.t. r ,  a, (3 and 7  analytically as will be 
shown in this section.
To evaluate the derivatives w.r.t. t ,  we follow dos Aidos et al. [Do 8 6 ], and 
consider the dependence of the time evolution operator on r. The Rutherford orbit 
which we use to evaluate the time evolution operator, depends on the time t  through 
the quantity t  — r  where the time of closest approach r  is defined by
where is the radial distance of closest approach and rt is the radial distance 
at time t. A time translation of the relative motion by r  is equivalent to a time 
translation of the internal motion by —r. Therefore
U[rR{ t - T ) , t i , t 0] =  - t , £ 0 - r ]
=  % ( < !  — 7", * l ) % ( i i ,  t o ) U R ( t o ,  t o  — 7"). (4.30)
Since the times and correspond to regions where the interaction V  is negligible 
we have
UR(ta, t o - r )  = e tH' T!r\
U n {t i  — T, t i )  =  eiH^ h,
so that
and
A w [ r R (t  -  t )] =  e
'd_
dr A ^ lT R(t -  t )] — îÜJrrudr
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
T=0
To evaluate the derivatives w.r.t. a, /3 and j  we make use of the spherical 
tensor nature of the orbital integrals Rkq(Os, 0  and G(xx')kq{&s,^ 0  from which our 
expressions for observables (Eqs. (3.57), (3.58), (3.72) and (3.78)) are built. Thus, 
the tensor components R x^d s, f) for an arbitrary Rutherford orbit with non-zero a, 
(3 and 7  are related to a Rutherford orbit with a  =  /? =  7  =  0 b y  the rotation
R k o M  =  \k q )R ^  (9S, <).
q'
Similarly we have
q'
Evaluation of the derivatives w.r.t. a  gives terms containing 
d
(4.35)
(4.36)
da
{kqf I eiaJx eil3Jy eilJz | kq) =  i{kq'\Jx\kq)
q= /9 = 7 = 0
(4.37)
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and
d2
=  —(kç/\Jl\kq) (4.38)
q= /3 = 7 = 0da 2
and similar expressions for the derivatives w.r.t. p  and 7 . The non-zero matrix 
elements of the relevant spin operators are given by 1
{kq'\Jx \kq) =  A(k, ±q)5q>q±i, (4.39)
(kq'\Jy\kq) =  ^ iA (k ,± q ) 8q'q±u (4.40)
{kq’\Jz \kq) =  qôq'q, (4.41)
(kq’\Jl\kq) =  -{ k q ’\J 2y\kq) = B (k,±q)5q,q±2, (4.42)
(kq'\Jl\kq) = {ktf\Jy\kq) =  C (k,q)8 qiq (4.43)
and
{kq'\J2z\kq) =  q25q'q, (4.44)
where
A{k,±q) =  ^ ( A ; ± ç  +  1 )(/î=fç), (4.45)
B (k ,± q )  =  - ^ / (â; ±  g 4- 2)(/i: ±  ç +  !)(/: ç -  1)(A; q= ç) (4.46)
and
C{k,q) =  -  [k(k +  1) — g2] . (4.47)
4.4 Quasielastic scattering
4.4.1 Unpolarised differential cross section
We now use the results of the last three sections to perform the final piece of analysis 
required to convert the expressions for observables derived in Chapter 3  into forms 
useful for numerical investigation. The unpolarised quasielastic differential cross 
section [s given by Eq. (3.53) and on carrying out the appropriate angular 
momentum analysis Eq. (3.57). As already noted there are no contributions from
1 S e e  p .  4 9 0  o f  [ V a  8 8 ] .
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A^2) and A ^ .  To obtain the contribution from A^) we use the decomposition of 
di<92 given by Eqs. (4.14-4.19). The four terms D a, D 6, D c and yield a vanishing 
contribution because they contain derivatives w.r.t. r  which using Eq. (4.34) may 
be replaced by the factor iuqq =  0. The derivatives w.r.t. a , (3 and 7 , contained 
in Dg, also give zero because the scalar G(AA)oo(#s,&o,(oz) does not depend on the 
orientation of the Rutherford orbit, or alternatively on the coordinate system in 
which it is evaluated.
Therefore, Eq. (3.57) reduces to
dcrqel d c r ^
dQ, dÇl
daR
d£l
where
|2
1 +  X X ~)A^  " -%U)Oo(#S, &0, foz)
XIz Z7I
(4.48)
-^ (A A )O o(^ S )C zO )C oz) —  — ^ D g G ( A A ) O o ( ^ g ,  (z O , 6 ) z )  (4.49)
cot90Â +cos2e°âlJ G(AA)Oo(^S,(zO,&z)
(4.50)
on using Eqs. (4.19), (4.6) and (4.10).
4.4.2 Tensor analysing power com ponents
In this section we evaluate the three contributions to the quasielastic analysing power 
components, defined in Chapter 3 by Eq. (3.59).
Contribution from A^)
This contribution, denoted T ^ ,  is given in Chapter 3 by Eq. (3.62). Making 
use of Eqs. (4.14-4.19) for did2, again we find that D a, D 6, D c and D d do not 
contribute because they contain derivatives w.r.t. t , which result in the factor 
iujoo =  0. However, this time the derivatives w.r.t. a, (3 and 7  in D e yield a non-zero
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contribution which we calculate using Eqs. (4.35-4.47). We thus obtain
v { l ) B
kq
r p { \ e ) B
kq
XoXofkq^S, ^00 =  0) +  -  53 ^O ^z  ,k)F(\\')kq(0S, CzO, Coz)
AA' I z
(4.51)
where we have defined
X (>£,k) =  (_)2/o+tXÂ'/z < - x £ L x £ 2o- (4.52)
\ '  \  k  
lo h  h
The factors fj?q and F ^ x,^ kq which only depend on parameters specifying the relative 
motion and the excitation energy are found to be
fkq (^ 55 CcrO) — ^eRkqi^Si C<7o)]J (4.53)
=  S E  [“ cos2 e<s{k<l'\Jl\k<l) ~  (k<j\Jl\kq) +  cot2 en(kq'\J2z\kq)
27
cotSoÂ™ eos2e°â2 R kq' % ,& o ) (4.54)
=  2  [S™2 {■®^’ l)^-kq+2 (^S, ftro) +  B (k, —q)Riq_2 (^S, & o)}
f 5 52
\  COt 9q ttt (- COS2 6r\ —nr
----------
+  (cos2 So +  1 ) C(k, q) -  q2 cot2 0O} R%q(6 s , &o)] (4.55)
and
(4.56)F ( \ \ ' ) k q ( 0 S , t i z O i £ < T z )  — —hr} [DeGr(AA')Â:ç(^S) Cz0,C<7z)]B
=  ^  [sin2 S0 {£(&, q)Gfxx,)kq+2 (es , Çz0, &z)
+  R (k, -q)G(\\>)ki,-2 (0 s , Çzo, &z)}
"  {cot6oÂ +cos29oâ2
+  (cos2 So +  l )  C(k, q) -  q2 cot2 S0} (?fAA,)ig(Ss ,Çzo, f „ ) ]  .
(4.57)
The orbital factors /^(0s,£<to) and F(\\')kq(ôs, Czo? Ca-z) have an identical structure 
which comes from the operator D e. In deriving these expressions we have used Eqs.
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(4.19), (4.6), (4.10), (4.11), (4.13) as well as the results of Section 4.3 in order to 
perform the derivatives w.r.t. a , f3 and 7 .
In Section 1.5.2 we derived the consequences of parity invariance on the analysing 
power components in coordinate system B. Parity invariance combined with the 
Hermiticity of is expressed by Eq. (1.40). This relation states that T]?q is
purely real when k + q is even and purely imaginary when & +  ç is odd.
Our expression for the contribution T ^ B is purely real and in fact vanishes 
when & +  # is odd. The first order term in Eq. (4.51) vanishes when k is odd, due to 
parity invariance of electric excitations, and when q is odd because of Eq. (A.l). The 
second order term vanishes when k-\-q is odd because of Eq. (A.8 ); parity invariance 
requires À +  Az to be even, for electric excitations, when the final projectile internal 
state is the same as the initial one.
Contribution from
The contribution T^q may be written as a sum of terms
corresponding to the decomposition of given by Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23). Each 
of these terms has the angular momentum structure of Eq. (3.66). We proceed by 
evaluating each term separately.
(a) The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.58) is given by
(4.58)
Z  ( - r ° + * Â Â 'Â M W / )
w 'h
> ( - ) * - '■ £  
/z
x [ x £ U f v (0s ,-fzo ) (D a£ L < (< > s ,ezo ))  
-  ( p d & t â t Q s ,  -Ù o))  x £ U 5 ,(« 5 ,& o )]
=  Z  ( - ) 2/,,+tÂÂ'/z(&g|AA1AV) j A' A k
X & U w f e - f z o )  f x £ U i „ ( 0s , u )
(4.59)
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/  s 2
{ ^ d Ë X^ R ^ ' {9s’ _&o) J x K z i W . k o )
(A ) r>B (4.60)
= -  E Aezo( - ) 27"+<:ÂÂ'/z(fcg|A//AV)
AA'
Hfl'Iz
X
+
2
x ! i 8 ,n * A 0s ,  -& o )  f  ^ x ^ z < ( 6 s , fzo)
X' X k
h  h  Iz r L
O flX o^ zR y»’(^s, -Ç zo)J xK z-R fp(^s,C zo), (4.61)
where we have used Eq. (4.15) for D ti and Eq. (4.7) for D {rJE). The derivatives 
w.r.t. r , in the first and second terms of Eq. (4.60), are carried out using Eq. 
(4.34) and i t ’s complex conjugate respectively. This results in the appearance of the 
excitation energy Aez0 in Eq. (4.61).
The term in the square brackets of Eq. (4.61) may be factorised using the product 
rule of differentiation. Further, the derivative w.r.t. E  may be re-written in a 
dimensionless form which makes explicit the I /77 dependence:
Aez0 d  3 £ 20 d
(4.62)
(4.63)
2 dE  2 7? d£z0"
Here we used
(  _  3 £z0
2 S -
the adiabaticity parameter £ z0 is given by Eq. (3.21). The strength parameters give 
a dependence on the relative energy of the form (see Eq. (3.33)) so that
noting that
3 f z0 d 1 = _ ( A + y  _!)&<>
we get
P {2a)B
kq
2 Tj dÇzo v2ax+x' 
1 + ( - ) k+q
T) U20 A+-''
(4.64)
x ^ ( f c 9 |A/iAVO-Rfv' (9s, - < z o X ( 9 s ,  &o), (4.65)
w-'
with defined by Eq. (4.52).
The factor (1+(~)fe+q) comes from use of the symmetry relation, Eq. (A.4). In 
consequence this purely real expression vanishes when k + q is odd and satisfies
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the requirements of parity invariance and Hermiticity of as expressed by Eq.
(1.40). T ^ b also vanishes in the sudden limit where the excitation energy, Aezo, is 
zero.
(b) Following almost identical steps to (a) above T ^ B is found to be
T i f )B =  (1  +  (-)*+ ') E
(4.66)
XX'Iz
This contribution is also purely real, vanishes when k + q is odd and vanishes when 
the excitation is zero.
(c) The third term in Eq. (4.58) is given by
t I T  =  £  ( - ) 2/"+‘ ÂÂ'/z (fc5 |A M V )  {
AA'
PH'L
x D ( t , t ) 
f  d 2
A' A k
la la Iz
H lo-h h . L
■)lalRBA 9 S’ -& «) ( 5 x K z < ( 6 s ,Ç z o )
d r 2 X ^ z f i f v ^ s , - & o ) l  xK z« 5 s , 6 o)
=  0
since ^  yields — in both the first and second terms Eq. (4.67). 
(d) The fourth term is given by
'  A' A &
(4.67)
(4.68)
T ^ )b  =  - i h D ( T , a )  £  ( - ) 2 ' " + < : Â Â ' / z ( f c g | A / z A V )  <
AA'
U t i ' I z
IQ h  h rV Iz
d 2
xflR%Ads , - u  [ g ^ x i xXzR^(es,U 
-  ( J ^ x i xl R x ' A 9s , - U ) )  x K z < ( e s ,Czo)
=  i 53  Aez„B(T, a)X ^'zk) 53(fcg|A^AV)
(4.69)
XX'Iz fin1
x “ ?zo)efA/i(0s> &o) +  ( ^ ,  -&o)#A^(#s, &o)] (4.70)
—2
.1  -  (-)"+« 53 Æ ^ s i n ^ c o s e »
AA'/;
x  5 3 ( f c g | A / 1 A V ) S f , / ( 0 s ,  - e z o ) e f ^ ( e S ,  & o ) .
At At'
(4.71)
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Here we have used AezoD(T, a) =  sin 90 cos 0Q. Again this contribution vanishes 
when the excitation energy is zero. However, unlike and T ^ b\  this term is
purely imaginary. Use of Eq. (A.4) here reveals that vanishes when k + q is
even since the function
e l k q ( Q s , Ç < r o )  =  ( - ) 9+1effcg(^S) —C<ro) =  V (^^R kq i^S , (4.72)
9'
=  A(k, q)Rkq+i{0s, &o) +  A(k, —q)Rkq-i(0s, &o).- (4.73)
(e) The fifth and last contribution to is given by
T i l e)B =  5  E  U W W )
Z XX'Iz V
X [Rx'h'(Qs , -Çzo)f\n(Ûs,tizo) -  f\'n'{Qs, -£zo)ÆA/i(0S,£zo)] (4.74)
1 ” {~)h+q E  X ^ k)W ( k <l\x ^ ' l* ' ) R % A ( > s ,  -U)fi(9s, C z o ) .
AAV, V fifi'
(4.75)
1 2  7 ,
Here we have used Eq. (4.53), as well as Eq. (A.4) again (note that f x ^ s ^ z o )  — 
( ^ f x f i i ^ s ,  —&o))- This contribution is purely imaginary and vanishes when k + q 
is even.
Contribution from
As with T ^ \  we write as a sum of terms,
t I?  =  +  T ™  +  T ™  + T i f ,  (4.76)
this time corresponding to the decomposition of A ^  given by Eqs. (4.24-4.28). Each 
term in Eq. (4.76) has the angular momentum structure of Eq. (3.67).
(a) The first term is given by
AX'
W ' l z
A' A &
h  l o  I z
( _ y o - h h  
1  1 /-
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X ^ÿ^Xo^z^A'// % ,  ( ^ ^ X o ^ z ^ X ^ S :  Czo)
^ X o XJ zR\'»'(ôs, - & ô ) l  fÿ^Xo^lz-^A/z^S, & o))
  r p ( 2 a ) B
f^cg )
(4.77)
(4.78)
where T ^ B is given by Eq. (4.61). These two terms therefore cancel exactly,
(b) The second term is given by
M
W'lz
A' A jk
h  h  Iz
i - y o - t . k  
1 j L
X
d_
dr
(4.79)
Xo'JzR\>,i'(9s, -& o )j ^ ^ x ô ’Hz7îffl(0s, &o)j
-  (-Qg^XoXJzR\'ii'(Ôs, -& o ) 1 {jfrX o* tzR \» (9s, &o)
=  -  E  A£z0D (r, E ( fc9 |A ^A V )fl^ ,(0s , -ÇzO) R ^ ( 0 s , U )
W’h 0 w '
(4.80)
=  1 +  (: r '  E 4 ^ s i n g 0cose0
4 AA'/2 y
d
X 5 5 -  E (* « l - e z o X ( S s ,  6 o).
Wo
(4.81)
MM
Here we have used AezoD(T, ^0) =  —f^sin0ocos0o. This real contribution vanishes 
when k + q is odd and when the excitation energy is zero.
(c) The third term is given by
r £ c)B =  - ih D % ,a )  E  E ( N A / A y )
XX'Iz MMZ
X -$f0 R x A eS’ { ^ R ^ ( eS’^o)^  
R\y(9s> —£zo)j &o)™ (é
=  RS(0o, a) E  E ( N W ' )
AA'/z /x/z'
’ 5
(4.82)
x d
dOt R \ ' n ’ ( 0 s ,  - f z o )  ) e fA/,(0 s ,fz o )  ~  e u v ( ^ s » " W  ( ^ - - R ^ % ,& o )
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1 _|_ (_)*+? ^  ^xx'k) 1
, (4.83)
x E ( ^ I ^ M V )  - f z0) j  efA/x(^5,fz0) (4.84)
on using Eqs. (4.10), (4.72) and (A.4). This contribution is purely real and vanishes 
when k + q is odd.
(d) The fourth and final term is given by
r i f B =  - ih D (p ,'i)  E  v ^ E t o l A M V )
X X ' I z  n n '
d_
X ; R x ' n ' { 6 s ,  ~Czo)j ^ÿj;^Ap(^5,Çzo)j 
-  ^ ^ A ' / x ' % ,  - & o ) j  (JlpRxti(Os,tizo)j (4.85)
X X ' I z  Mi'
x  [m ^av' (^5, -fzo)efA/x(0s, &o) -  ^2X>ii' (^s, -£zo)-RA/x(#5, fzo)] (4.86)
=  - 1 ± ÿ ^ E Æ , - c o t 9„
X X ' I z  77
x (6*5 , -& o )e ^ (0 s , &,). (4.87)
MMZ
on using Eq. (4.12),
e 2 k q ( & S ,  Ç o-o) =  ( — ) Q + l e 2 k q ( Q s , — Ç a o ) = ^ ô p R k q ( Q s , Ç a o ) SJ  (4.88)
=  i Y , ( k(l '\Jy\k<ï ) R kq'(es,Ç<To) 
g'
=  A(&, 9 ) ^ + 1% , &o) -  A(k, - q ^ q ^ O s ,  &o), (4.89)
and Eq. (A.4). Contribution T ^ B is purely real and vanishes when & +  ç is odd.
Bringing all the results of this section together we find that the quasielastic 
analysing powers are given by
r p q e l B   r n ( l e ) B  , r p ( 2 b ) B  , nn(3b)B , r p ( 3 c ) B  , r p { 3 d ) B
kq  1 kq  1 k q  ^ k q  1 k q  ^  ■‘■kq
_  1  L X k )  r B / a  r  _
k + q even, (4.90)
i T l f  = f f i f )B +  i T 'f )B
=  ~ 13 X $ £  ’^ F & koiQ s, 6 0 , 6 z), k + q odd. (4.91)
1 A A '/Z
Here we have defined
F i& to V s ,  t o ,  6 z )  =  E ( ^ I ^ A V )  (  2&0 f  1 +  sJ l e° ™ s e0 d _ \
tin' I \  Q 0 V0 J
X R \ ' n ' ( Q s ,  —fzo)^A/z(^S, fzo)
+  cos20o ^ i î ^ ( 0 s , - Ç z o ) j e f Afl( ^ , e 2O)
-  y  cot (^5 , - £zo)e?A/z(0S, ^zo)} (4.92)
and
-^ (AAOAgC^ s > z^o? Coz) == —&o)
w '
x [ 6 0  sin e0 cos % e ^ ( ^ ,  f z0) -  f ^ ( 0 s , &o)] • (4 .9 3 )
Parity invariance demands that T& =  0 for A; odd (see Eq. (1.38)), Therefore 
F(\\i)kq(Qsi fzo> £oz) must vanish when ç =  0  and k  is odd. That this is the case may 
be seen using Eq. (A.2). From this symmetry property it follows that efA/i(0s, £zo) =  
eu-/i(0Sjfzo) and f\n(Qs,£zo) =  fx -^ S i^ zo ) -  Thus, F ffi^ko(0 s , Çz0} £0z) is equal to 
(A:0|A/zA —•//) =  (—)A+A *(A:0|A — fiX'fi) times a function which depends only on the 
magnitude of /z, summed over /z, and vanishes when k is odd (assuming A +  A' is 
even).
In sudden limit, where £z0 =  0, the second order contribution to T ^ w  vanishes 
when & 4 - ç is odd. When A: +  ç is even, with both k  and q odd, the second order 
contributions from Ffxx,)kq(0s , 0 , 0 ) and the second and third terms o îF ^ xl)kq(es , 0 , 0 ) 
are non-vanishing. These results may deduced from an analysis similar that used 
in the final paragraph of Section 3.3. There we considered the second order matrix 
element G ^ m^JoMq for the sudden case.
4.5 Inelastic scattering
4.5.1 Unpolarised differential cross section
The unpolarised differential cross section is given in Chapter 3 by Eq. (3.72). To 
analyse the second term of Eq. (3.72) we again use the decomposition of did 2 given 
by Eqs. (4.14-4.19) and consider each of the contributions in turn.
(a) Here, the derivative w.r.t. r  in D 0 may be replaced by iovo- Therefore
7iD0xK»-Ram(6s, Go) =  hD{r, E ) ^ ^ X o ^ aR^(Ss, &o)
— £<ro)
V vÇo-o
=  I —(2À — 1 ) ^ x K <7-^A^(^5)^(to)
V OÇaO
(4.94)
which is purely imaginary in coordinate system B. Here we used Eq. (4.63) as well 
as
— â r - - \  =  - ( 2A- l ) — - V  (4.95)
7} ÔÇaO vax T] vax
(b) /iDfr is replaced by the factor iAeaoD2 (r) =
(c) D c is replaced by a purely real factor. Thus the terms coming from D c contain 
the real part of a purely imaginary quantity and vanish.
(d) The contribution from D d vanishes because the derivative w.r.t r  is replaced by 
iujao and ^ R x ^ O s ^ a o ) ) B is purely imaginary. Thus the terms coming from D d 
contain the real part of a purely imaginary quantity and vanish.
(e) The contribution from D e vanishes for the same reason. The second derivatives 
of #A//(0s,f<roX w.r.t. a, (3 and 7  in coordinate system B are all purely real. Thus 
the terms coming from D e contain the real part of a purely imaginary quantity and 
vanish.
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From (a-e) we see that
R l( 9 s ,U ) ,  (4.96)
where
RI(Os i £cto) = 53 I^Am(^5,^o)|2. (4.97)
4.5.2 Tensor analysing power com ponents
The product is given in Chapter 3 by Eq. (3.78). In this his equation
the I /7 7  correction to the inelastic tensor analysing powers is expressed in terms o f
where T^ B(0 — a) etc. are defined similarly to (0 —> a) (Eq. 3.77).
4.5.3 Energy sym m etrisation
The corrections of order I / 77, in Eq. (4.96) for the unpolarised inelastic differential 
cross section and Eq. (4.99) for the inelastic analysing powers with k + q even, have 
a simple physical interpretation. These corrections may be attributed to the energy 
loss from the relative motion due to excitation.
It is interesting to compare these results with the energy symmetrisation proce­
dure suggested by the WKB approximation for the relative motion wavefunctions. 
This procedure consists of replacing those parameters dependent on the incident rel­
ative energy, in the zeroth order (in I / 77) expressions for observables, by symmetrised
T ^ \  which we have already evaluated in Section 4.4.2. We thus obtain
0—><T rp(0—>Cr)j9
l c T 1kq
x Y A k q \ \ i i \ ' (flg, W ,  k + q even, (4.99)
=  -  T . &o, g0j), k +  q Odd, (4.101)
^  AA'
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versions which take account of the difference between the initial and final relative 
energies.
The appropriate zeroth order expressions are the first terms of Eqs. (4.96) and 
(4.99) so that the corresponding energy symmetrised expressions are
T  =  7  (4-102)
and
=  ^ ^ % sc4( l , s ) p C A , ^ ,
x  ( O s ,  — Ù Y M ) R x f i ( ^ s ,  Çs y m ) ,
k + q even, (4.103)
where
V S Y M  =  ( W ctŸ 2 =  v ( 1 -  > (4.104)
d S Y M  =  , (4.105)mvS Y M
and
,2
f —  -  =  7? ( 1 -
The symmetrised parameters X s y m  and ^ s y m ^  are defined by as before, Eqs. (3.33) 
and (4.52) respectively, but with a and v replaced by their symmetrised versions. 
Taylor expanding Eq. (4.102) about the unsymmetrised values we obtain precisely 
the right hand side of Eq. (4.96) plus additional terms of order I / 772. And Taylor 
expanding Eq. (4.103) about the unsymmetrised values we obtain precisely the right 
hand side of Eq. (4.99) plus additional terms of order I / 772. This result, for the 
differential cross section, has previously been published [Sa 97].
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 Summary of principal results
In the last chapter we obtained several approximate expressions for Coulomb scat­
tering observables. The approximations made are the semiclassical description of the 
relative motion and the perturbative treatment of the excitation. We have worked 
consistently to first order in I / 7 7  and second order in the strength of the electric 
interaction. The results are essentially products of the strength parameters for the 
electric coupling with derivatives, of the Alder-Winther orbit integrals, w.r.t. the 
scattering angle. The principal results are:
Q uasie lastic  sc a tte rin g  Unpolarised differential cross section -> Eq. (4.48) 
observables: Tensor analysing powers, k + q even -4- Eq. (4.90)
Tensor analysing powers, k + q odd - 4  Eq. (4.91)
In e lastic  sca tte rin g  Unpolarised differential cross section - 4  Eq. (4.102)
observables: Tensor analysing powers, k + q even - 4  Eq. (4.103)
Tensor analysing powers, k + q odd - 4  Eq. (4.101)
The corresponding results for elastic scattering are obtained from Eqs. (2.27)
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and (2.33).
5.2 Interpretation of results
Our expression for the unpolarised quasielastic differential cross section, Eq. (4.48), 
consists essentially of two terms. The first term is zeroth order in I/77 and is equal 
to the Rutherford cross section. This is what is obtained using standard Alder- 
Winther theory. The second term is the correction of order I /77. There is no term 
which is linear in the non-central part of the electric interaction. The I/77 correction 
is second order in the non-central part of the electric interaction. This second order 
correction vanishes in the sudden limit as can be seen using symmetry properties 
of the double integrals in Appendix A. Thus the static moments of the projectile 
do not affect the differential cross section in our theory. The only deviation from 
Rutherford scattering is due to virtual excitation of the projectile.
The quasielastic analysing power components, Eq. (4.90) and Eq. (4.91) do 
not contain a term which is zeroth order in I /77. In contrast to the unpolarised 
differential cross section, the term of order I/77 does contain a term which is linear 
in the non-central part of the electric interaction. To first order in the interaction 
(ie retaining only the first term of Eq. (4.90)) the elastic analysing powers are equal 
to the quasielastic analysing powers and are proportional to static moments of the 
projectile. The rank-fc analysing power components are proportional to the rank-/: 
part of the interaction strength: ie. the are determined by the static quadrupole 
moment of the projectile; the Tfq are determined by the static hexadecapole moment 
etc..
The terms which are second order in the interaction may be divided into two 
kinds. The first kind (the second term in Eq. (4.90)) may be attributed to virtual 
excitation of the projectile, that is, to the electric moments that are induced in the 
projectile. The second kind (the third term of Eq. (4.90) and the only term in Eq. 
(4.91)) resemble inelastic contributions in the sense that they are constructed from 
bilinear combinations of first order amplitudes.
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In the sudden limit there are second order terms which are non-vanishing when 
both k and q are odd. Symmetry properties require terms with other values of k 
and q to vanish for the sudden case (see the last paragraph of Section 4.4.2).
As is already detailed in Section 4.5.3, the corrections of order I /77 to the inelastic 
differential cross section and tensor analysing powers when k + q is even may be 
attributed to energy loss from the relative motion.
5.3 Comparison with previous approaches
Several authors [Cl 70, A1 73, Gr 89] have evaluated T|q semiclassically to first order 
in the interaction. Roberts et al. [Ro 94] have used the Sukumar-Brink method to 
evaluate all components of the second rank elastic analysing powers to first order. 
Our results, to first order (the first term of Eq. 4.90) which are valid for any rank, 
agree with these previous calculations for the second rank elastic analysing powers.
Previous semiclassical calculations which include second order effects have treated 
the relative motion adiabatically in two-step excitations. Second order adiabatic 
treatments of the quasielastic unpolarised differential cross section [Ba 77, De 91] 
yield results which agree with ours, Eq. (4.48), with the double integral approxi­
mated using the results of Section 3.4.
Ref.’s [Gr 89, De 91] also obtained the second order contribution to T^ 1 in the 
adiabatic limit. Their result is given by the second term of Eq. (4.90) with the double 
integral approximated using the results of Section 3,4. The contributions from the 
third term of Eq. (4.90) and from Eq. (4.91) are entirely new. It may be that 
such terms can be neglected in the adiabatic limit as they vanish exponentially with 
the adiabaticity parameter whereas the second term of Eq. (4.90) is approximately 
inversely proportional to the adiabaticity parameter.
Our results also provide a justification for the prescription, for the calculation 
of elastic scattering, defined by Eqs. (1.77-1.79). This prescription has been used 
in ref.’s [Eg 80, Ka 85, Gr 89]. It agrees with our results to second order in the 
interaction.
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5.4 Conclusions and outlook
The formulae derived in this thesis constitute a new development in the theory of 
Coulomb scattering in two ways. Firstly, they provide a semiclassical theory which is 
systematic in the approximations made. Secondly the expressions are more general 
than previous attempts in that all components of the tensor analysing powers of any 
rank are given, and that no assumption is made about the energy of the intermediate 
states in two step excitations.
The theory developed here may shed light on the information which can be 
extracted from experiments with spin-polarised radioactive beams at sub-barrier 
energies. Andrés et al. [An 97] have already suggested that such experiments will 
be a useful way extract the electromagnetic properties of loosely bound nuclei: they 
calculated the vector analysing power for the elastic scattering o f11 Be using a (non- 
adiabatic) polarization potential to describe the effect of electric dipole coupling to 
excited states.
As a specific case, evaluation of spin-polarisation observables for elastic scattering 
of 8B would be interesting. Such a calculation would indicate which analysing powers 
must be measured in order to extract the static moments of the 8B ground state as 
well as the moments induced by coupling to the 7Be+p continuum. Our method 
is better suited to describe the latter effect in such loosely bound nuclei than the 
adiabatic polarisation potential used by previous authors, eg. [Ka 88], to describe the 
analogous electromagnetic coupling of 7Li to the a+ t continuum (the a + t  channel 
in 7Li has a relatively high threshold).
The main omission from this thesis is a numerical investigation of the formu­
lae we have derived. This will be the next step in this work and will tell us the 
importance of the non-adiabatic nature of the theory. Another question which has 
not been addressed is validity of the theory when the internal states are in the en­
ergy continuum. Recently several authors have used semiclassical theory to describe 
Coulomb dissociation of loosely bound projectiles (eg. [Ty 94]). The basic prescrip­
tion used is standard Alder-Winther Theory, for inelastic scattering to a continuum
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energy, modified by appropriate phase space factors. This may be suitable for situ­
ations where the beam energy is very high and the break-up fragments have a very 
small relative energy, ie. situations where it may be expected that the centre of 
mass of the break-up fragments follows a Rutherford orbit. However, in general it 
is not clear that standard Alder-Winther theory is the correct starting point for a 
semiclassical theory of break-up. Indeed, Dos Aidos and Brink’s derivation [Do 85] 
of the Alder-Winther scattering amplitude proceeds by relating the time-dependent 
propagator to the two-body scattering wavefunction. I feel that the semiclassical 
theory of break-up requires further investigation.
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A ppendix A  
Sym m etry properties of orbital 
integrals
The orbital integrals have several useful symmetry properties in coordinate system 
B which may be derived [A1 75] from general symmetry properties of the amplitude 
dan (Eq. 1.14). Here we list the relations used in our analysis. The first order orbit 
integrals satisfy
R \p.(6 s, 0) =  0, for fj, odd, (A.l)
C M  =  (A.2)
*& (& .€ ) =  ( - ) '‘< ( 5 s , - C ) .  (A.3)
From Eq. (A.3) it follows that
( N A ^ V K y  ( 0 S ,  - e X ( 9 s ,  Ç )
= ( - ) x+x' - k+<(kq]\'li ' \ lJ. ) R ^ ( e s ,- d R ? v (9 s,0 -  (A.4)
Symmetry relations for the double integrals follow from their definitions and Eqs. 
(A.2) and (A.3). Thus we have
G fu /to V s , f , O  =  ( - ) A+A'+ tGfAA,)Jfc_,(6s , a  (A.5)
Gfxx')k,(Ss, f , 0  = ( - ) x+x'+k+1G Bx,x)kq(gs , r ,  0 .  (A.6)
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G fu ^ i û s . i .C )  =  ( ~ r lGfu ,)kç(0 s , - f ,  -C ) .
When f  ^ Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) combine to give
G fa k q V s ,  f  J - f )  =  (~ )A+A +k+9GfA'\)kq(0 Si f  > “ f  )*
, (A.7) 
(A.8)
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